Information on Fuel Consumption and CO2 -emisson
of the AMG models pictured in the magazine
Mercedes-AMG
GT R

Mercedes-AMG
E 43 4MATIC

Mercedes-AMG
C 63 S Coupé

Mercedes-AMG
S 63 Coupé

Mercedes-AMG
GT S

Mercedes-AMG
GLS 63 4MATIC

Fuel consumption:
Urban
15.0 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
9.2 l/100 km,
Combined
11.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
259 g/km;
Efficiency class: G

Fuel consumption:
Urban 11.0–
10.9 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
6.8–6.7 l/100 km,
Combined
8.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
192 g/km;
Efficiency class: D

Fuel consumption:
Urban
11.4 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
6.9 l/100 km,
Combined
8.6 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
195–192 g/km;
Efficiency class: E

Fuel consumption:
Urban
14.2 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
8.0 l/100 km,
Combined
10.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
242 g/km;
Efficiency class: F

Fuel consumption:
Urban 12.5–12.2
l/100 km,
Extra-urban
7.9–7.8 l/100 km,
Combined
9.6–9.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
224–219 g/km;
Efficiency class: G

Fuel consumption:
Urban
15.8 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
10.3 l/100 km,
Combined
12.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
288 g/km;
Efficiency class: E

Due to the German regulation “PKW-EnVKV” we need to state both fuel
consumption as well as CO2 emission for each vehicle. We will state
the according values in the photo description. The data does not
relate to an individual vehicle and does not form part of the offer;
it is provided solely for the purposes of comparison between different
types of vehicles. The figures are provided in accordance with the
German regulation “PKW-EnVKV” and apply to the German market
only. For more information about the stated values, please visit
http://www.mercedes-benz.de and search for the according vehicle.

Further information about the official fuel consumption and the official
specific CO2 emission for new passenger automobiles can be found in
the ‚New Passenger Vehicle Fuel Consumption and CO2 Emission
Guidelines‘, which are available free of charge at all sales outlets and
from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, www.dat.de.
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Like a hungry predator on the prowl, the GT R dashes forward. At the wheel: Tobias Moers. At the other wheel: Likewise.
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Only a Moers can beat a Moers. Or not? The duel moves into the next round.
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Its chassis is snuggled up against the hot asphalt. Moers is hot on Moers’ heels.
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The GT R was developed at the Nürburgring-Nordschleife. It feels at home in the Green Hell. Moers attempts to give Moers the slip.
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No chance: Moers wins the race in the R.

Before returning to
his desk after a trip
through the jungles of
Thailand, MercedesAMG CEO Tobias Moers
takes time to do an interview. About the new
Mercedes-AMG GT R,
the dynamic ongoing
evolution of the AMG
brand and his very own
Driving Performance.

Thailand, Krabi Province

We
like
it
wild!
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DPM: Mr. Moers, Mercedes-AMG entered a new market segment with the
Mercedes-AMG GT. Would you already
speak of a success story?

Tobias Moers: Yes, absolutely. We were
really thrilled by the sensational success of the GT in the German market. A
new sports car has to rigorously earn
its merits. But today we aren’t only
where we wanted to be with the AMG
GT – we’re already much further along.
Although that’s not a phenomenon limited to the German market. The GT was
well received in other markets too.
DPM: In June, the Mercedes-AMG GT R
—currently the most powerful production version of the GT—celebrated its
debut at the Goodwood Festival of
Speed, with Lewis Hamilton taking the
first laps. What can AMG aficionados
expect from this car?
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TM: The GT R is the athletic flagship
model of the GT family, inspired directly by racing. Compared to the GT S, not
only is the engine of the GT R completely retuned and noticeably more powerful, we also have active aerodynamic
features on the front: A radiator shutter
in the new Panamericana grille controls the balance between low air resistance and maximum ventilation of the
engine compartment. The active aerodynamic profile—an underbody panelling that can be variably moved downward—delivers tremendous surface
pressure in conjunction with the rear
wing. The suspension benefits from the
active rear-axle steering – and then
there are the numerous lightweight
components such as the carbon front
wings, front and rear aprons made of
carbon fiber.
DPM: With the active rear-axle steering
you’ve assembled a very innovative
technology package. What does it
mean for the GT R driver?

TM: Correct, we’ve put a lot of time and
care into the active rear-axle steering.
In tight corners the manoeuvrability
and responsiveness of the GT R are
drastically increased through the rear
axle steering against the front wheels
by only a few degrees. By contrast, in
fast corners or high-speed manoeuvers,
the rear axle steers ever so slightly
with the front wheels, thus ensuring an

incredible level of stability. With this
technology in the AMG GT R, you can
take the most exacting stretches on the
Nürburgring Nordschleife noticeably
faster than without active rear-axle
steering.
DPM: “AMG Traction Control” is the
magic word that causes your engineers’
eyes to light up. Can you tell us more?

TM: Internally that’s what we call the
9-mode traction control in the AMG
GT R, a technology we derived straight
from the GT3 racer. Between off, minimal intervention and drastic traction
control, every nuance can be finely controlled by the driver using a small rotary knob. Even veteran circuit racers get
an unprecedented degree of precisely
metered traction. If, for example, you
think of our placing first through
fourth in the 24-hour race at the Nürburgring, which the Mercedes-AMG
GT3 was impressively able to sweep under challenging weather conditions –
that’s exactly where these kinds of individually controllable traction controls
are used, and the GT R transfers this
racing technology to the street.
DPM: And what’s the story behind the
name “Green Hell magno” for the paint
color?

TM: The GT R was developed on the
Nürburgring, “The Green Hell”. It was
here, as I mentioned, that the GT3 racing version enjoyed great success in endurance racing. The Green Hell is also
the natural habitat for the GT R. And
when you’re driving on the Nordschleife, new impressions, new challenges, new discoveries emerge at every
turn, even for experienced drivers. The
Green Hell is a relentless teacher. It
doesn’t let you off the hook. It doesn’t
give you a breather. That is also precisely the spirit in which we developed
the AMG GT R: To always become better, to never sit back, to accept and
overcome challenges. Then this gorgeous, semi-gloss coating emerged in a
rather casual green. The rest is history.
DPM: Then let’s talk about engines in
general. Today AMG has a wide range of
engines – from the turbocharged
four-cylinder up to the V12. Tell me, will
you continue to retain that impressive
engine range in the years to come?

TM: Absolutely, and we’re constantly
expanding the palette. The compact
models with the turbocharged four-cylinder are very powerful. Their driving
dynamics are unbelievably high on account of the uncompromisingly sporty
4MATIC all-wheel drive. At the same
time, in terms of engine performance,
we’re moving into the output-per-liter
range of a purebred superbike. Do we
want the next generation to be even better in this regard? I’d say yes!
DPM: The powerful biturbo V6 engines
have been in the Mercedes-AMG 43
models for a year. What can we expect
from this series?

TM: The 43 series defines the AMG
brand in the sports segment very
strongly and is very competitive there.
The Mercedes-AMG C 43 is a sensation.
We’re already looking forward to the
GLC 43 models, and if you’ve already
had the chance to drive an SLC 43,
which will be a very different car on account of its forceful V6 and its delightfully crisp engine sound, you’ll understand intuitively what role the six-cylinder of the 43 line can play for AMG in
the future.
DPM: The 63 models remain the centerpiece of AMG – whether it’s the four-liter V8 or the 5.5-liter V8. But what
about the large twelve-cylinder?

TM: Of course, V12 performance is attainable even in an eight-cylinder, but
at AMG it’s ultimately about emotion.
Our twelve-cylinder customers are very
demanding. They love that engine, and
for them no other will do. So we’ll stick
with it, but we obviously need to think
about how we shape this concept in the
future. But you may be sure that we’ve
already developed one idea or another
along these lines.
DPM: You broached the subject of the
future: Many manufacturers will increasingly focus on electric engines in
the coming years. Will AMG as a performance brand uncompromisingly go
along with them?

TM: What do you mean by “go along
with”? With the SLS AMG Electric
Drive we set the benchmark in terms of
electric Driving Performance. And
when I look at the model strategy of our

competitors, it’s likely to take another
four or five years before the SLS AMG
Electric Drive’s lap times are beaten.
And by that point our car will already
be ten years old. (laughs) Seriously, in
the performance tier, AMG is a brand
that sets the trends. The next four years
will decide who belongs among the top
performance brands in the decade
starting in 2020. And here at AMG we
have firmly resolved not only to be
among them but to set the agenda from
way out in front.
DPM: Digital intercommunication and
autonomous driving are also big topics
in the industry. Where do you currently
see AMG – and where do you see it in
2025?

TM: As part of Mercedes-Benz, we will
always bring all the standard features
and can thus offer the same great
stress-relieving comfort and the same
high level of digitization. An AMG, however, must and will always remain an
AMG – the intense driving experience
is a valuable asset for us. But we also
see opportunities in the rapidly increasing amount of digitization to
demonstrate an AMG experience in another shape and form. Imagine a car
that gives you stimuli that you can intuitively feel while driving on the circuit—like a digital instructor—so you
could become safer and faster. Afterwards, you can enjoy the complete, unadulterated dynamics of a genuine
AMG under your own command – and
if you head home on a crowded motorway, your AMG can autonomously assume the long-distance driving. Or,
with a valet parking function, it drives
itself around looking for an empty
space in a parking garage while you’re
already being seated at your table in a
restaurant or out getting some shopping done. Doesn’t that sound fantastic?
DPM: You have shaped AMG very
strongly over the past 20 years. Does
the opposite also apply?

TM: I think that’s perfectly logical. To
work here and to be able to help write
the history of this brand I feel is a privilege. We live Driving Performance
24/7 and we do it wholeheartedly. Elsewhere that might be an empty slogan
– not for us at AMG. And it’s certainly
not an empty slogan for me.

DPM: Has the CEO position changed Tobias Moers the man?

Tobias Moers
This boss has absorbed the
AMG Spirit with every fiber
of his being whilst also vitally shaping it. Born in Freiburg in 1966, Tobias Moers is
“Mister AMG”. He has
worked for Mercedes-AMG
since 1994. Until 1999 he
was responsible for project
management and development for various duties, then
he assumed overall responsibility for the brand’s large
production series. Starting
in 2002, the trained industrial and mechanical engineer
was directly involved in the
product development of
every series as Head of Total
Vehicle Development. Tobias
Moers was appointed as a
member of the executive
board in 2011 – and less than
two years later, in October
2013, was named Chief Executive Officer of MercedesAMG GmbH.

TM: My way of life hasn’t really
changed. We’ve certainly rebuilt the
brand, increased our sales performance, created new products, redefined
the Performance Center – in that sense,
my working life has become more complex, although I still hang out on a test
track twice a month. As CEO, I find myself in the tremendous position of not
only developing the products themselves but also the Mercedes-AMG
brand and the company Mercedes-AMG
GmbH.
DPM: Are there actually moments in
which you slow down?

TM: Fast cars also have to have good
brakes, right? My life’s rhythm, my
work ethic, my weekends – all of that
runs to AMG’s beat. Yet I deal with that
in a very reflective way and have never
felt it to be a burden. I couldn’t maintain this pace if I had no real joy in my
profession. But I want to tell you a little
something: AMG is still only the second
most important thing in my life.
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Mercedes-AMG
GT R
Engine
4.0-liter V8 biturbo
kW/hp
430/585
Nm at rpm
700 at 1,900–5,500
Fuel consumption/
Urban
15.0 l/100 km
Extra-urban
9.2 l/100 km
Combined
11.4 l/100 km
CO2 emissions
(combined)
259 g/km
Efficiency class
G
0–100 km/h
3.6 s
15
Top speed
318 km/h

His eyes are fixed resolutely in front of him. Moers has only one mission: To conquer hell and defeat himself.

“Thailand, 2016. Green
Hell. Four liters of capacity
distributed among eight
cylinders. We bear witness
to an uncompromising racing car. The Mercedes-AMG
GT R is a super athlete that
grips all of our senses and
does not let go.”
16

Teresa Schmidt
Senior Manager
Marketing Communications,
Mercedes-AMG
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On a secret star mission. Inspector M. and the Mercedes-AMG S 63 Coupé on their Tour de Champagne.

I Found
a Star

20

Have you always wanted to
learn how the famous
Michelin Star is awarded?
We accompanied an inspector for the most renowned
restaurant and hotel guide
in the world for three days in
the Champagne region of
France. Undercover, of
course, and in one of the
best cars in the world.

The top
restaurants
in the
Champagne
region

L’Assiette
Champenoise

O

On a mild day in early summer, as the evening light
bathes the world in soft pastels, a young woman in her
late thirties enters one of
the best restaurants in the
world’s most renowned
wine-growing region. Slender and petite, she is
dressed in a dark blue suit,
modest silver jewellery, discreet glasses, her blonde
hair styled into a bob. In the
entrance of L’Assiette Champenoise on Avenue Paul Vaillant Couturier, a few miles
west of the historic quarter
of Reims, she is, like all
guests, welcomed with radiant cordiality by Madame
Lallement, the mother of the
chef. Someone takes her
light, sand-colored coat and
escorts her into the dining
room.
It would never occur to anyone that this friendly, unassuming young woman with a
slight German accent—let’s
call her M.—would, with a
tiny gesture, be able to cause
the intricate mechanical
clockwork of one of the most
renowned restaurants in
France to skip a beat, to
shift its perfectly choreographed staff into a frenzy.
She would merely have to
reach into her purse, open
her wallet and put her credentials on the table: SCA
Compagnie Générale des
Établissements Michelin.

Chef:
Arnaud Lallement
The menu:
Lobster, crustacean à la nage,
lemon caviar
Potato gnocchi,
vin jaune
Seabass, turnips,
Noilly Prat
Suckling lamb,
glazed young vegetables
Praline, Breton
shortbread
www.assiettechampenoise.com

For days M. has been on the
road incognito in the Champagne region. First in Reims,
where she ate at the already
distinguished one-star restaurant Le Millénaire. But
she also visited the Bib
Gourmand restaurant Le Pavillon CG and the Assiette
MICHELIN restaurant Le Pré
Champenois. M. has roamed
this beautifully dreamlike
region like a secret agent,
reserving tables under an
assumed name, stealthily
peering through the windows of closed restaurants,
always striving to never be
revealed. The only conspicuous thing about her is the
matte grey Mercedes-AMG
S 63 Coupé, which the valet
at L’Assiette Champenoise
parked with an unconcealed
glint in his eyes.

W
L

Creamy hazelnut
dessert, raspberry
tomato concasse,
granita

L’Assiette Champenoise is
the culmination of the tour
through Champagne. With a
smile M. now accepts the
menu, orders a glass of
champagne as an aperitif,
then she begins to read.
Whether Arnaud Lallement
and his elegant restaurant
will be a glittering dream
destination of travelling
gourmets from Tokyo to San
Francisco for another year
depends in no small part on
her order, on her impression
this evening, even if the final decision will be collegial.
For one of the best restaurants on the planet, certified
by the three stars of the
MICHELIN Guide, there is
nothing greater.

www.lemillenaire.
com

At first, Lallement will probably not even notice that M.

Le Millénaire
Chefs:
Laurent & Thibault
Laplaige
The menu:
Fricassee of snails
and bacon on
parsley coulis and
garlic shoots
Roast loin of
lamb, thyme,
herb carrots

dined at his restaurant. He
won’t know if she came
alone or as part of a couple,
in the afternoon or at night,
one or more times, what she
ordered and how she liked
it. Compared to the star sessions, those secret meetings
attended by all inspectors to
award stars, the papal conclave is like a transparent
election. Only after the publication of the selection will
the chefs make the pilgrimage to Paris to get feedback.
The world’s most recognized
restaurant guide can afford
this only because it has accumulated an almost unbelievable, incomparable trust
fund. And it’s exactly 116
years long.

When the first MICHELIN
Guide, created by brothers
André and Edouard Michelin—inventors of innovative
pneumatic tires for the
then-rapidly spreading automobile—appeared in 1900, it
initially listed all the cities
of France alphabetically and
the respective distance between them over its 575 pages – along with recommendations for hotels, filling stations and instructions for
expertly changing a flat tire.
In 1926, the MICHELIN
Guide began conferring its
famous stars, and ever since
there has been no more exalted distinction for ambitious chefs around the world
than a star in the crimson
guide. Year after year, the
industry feverishly anticipates the appearance of the
MICHELIN Guide as the
award of one of the coveted
stars is worth an increase in
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Precision craftsmanship in L’Assiette Champenoise.
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It doesn’t get any better than this: lobster, crustacean mousse.

A decisive sense of taste: M. at work in Le Pavillon CG.
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The commendable Le Pré Champenois close to the ancient city hall of Reims.

sales of up to 30 percent. In
the words of the legendary
Paul Bocuse: “The Michelin
is the only guide that matters.”

24

This trust of chefs and
guests alike has a great deal
to do with the guide’s methodology, which is based on
consistency and long-term
perspective. By which M.
places emphasis on the
statement that the mere selection of a restaurant in the
MICHELIN Guide already
constitutes a recommendation. “We visit every single
restaurant we mention and
review it always according
the same criteria: freshness
and quality of product,
skilled preparation, flavor,
the chef’s personal touch,
consistency over time and
value for money.” Regardless
of whether they are visiting
a sushi-ya in Tokyo, a country inn in the Black Forest
or a gourmet restaurant in
New York, it never varies.

Le Pavillon CG
Chef:
Christophe
Gilot-Maurel
The menu:
Organic farm egg
confit, peas à la
Française
Steamed cod fillet,
ratatouille, saffron
cream
Floating island with
strawberries and
rhubarb
www.le-pavillon-cg.
com

Le Pré
Champenois
Patron:
Laurent Wantelet

F

For dinner in L’Assiette
Champenoise, M. has chosen
the six-course “saveur”
menu – but exchanged the
crab in the first starter for
fried langoustine royale.
Why? “You very rarely get
lobster of exceptional quality, and I’m in the mood for
it.” The sommelier recommended an artisanal champagne accompaniment; M.
wants to find out how his
combination of food and
wine succeeds. In addition,
she finds that “any food unaccompanied by wine is a
missed opportunity to get to
know a new wine!” The

cheese, however, is struck
from the menu today.
Now the lobster is on the table, a fabulously large,
meaty creature. M. leans
over it, concentrating, mentally records the image of
the plate, discerns the scent
of smoky toasted notes, the
perfectly cooked glaze, the
robustly caramelized underside. With her fork she takes
a bit of the intense, creamy
crustacean mousse with
minute segments of sour
lemon, then some meat on
its own. She tastes the nutty,
mineral sweetness, the delicate piquancy of the Espelette pepper, sips champagne, then she smiles.
While no Michelin inspector
will ever provide any information whatsoever on the
results of the critique in progress, in this case the expression on M.’s face is easy
to decipher.

Marinated salmon
with dill, potato
blini, horseradish
and cucumber
cream
Turbot, “La Ratte”
potato puree,
mangetout cream,
crispy bacon
Strawberry mousse
with a heart of
white chocolate on
basil bisque
www.
leprechampenois
.fr

M

M. knew early on that her
path should lead into the elegant hotel industry and
fine dining. After distinguishing herself at secondary school in northern Germany, she began an apprenticeship in hotel
management in Hamburg’s
grand Four Seasons Hotel,
then switched to train as a
chef as the only woman
among thirty men, attended
the Lausanne Hotel School
in addition, worked as a restaurant manager for the
Four Seasons hotel group in
Hawaii and Provence, led
event organization for a
first-class business consulting firm in Dusseldorf – and
finally, motivated by a

friend, submitted an application to the Michelin Group
in 2009. What followed was
a test meal under the supervision of the editor-in-chief
plus a six-month internship
alongside experienced inspectors. “That’s how you’re
gauged,” says M.

B

By now, she has already
“found a star” multiple
times. That’s what the inspectors call it when they
first discover a hitherto unknown restaurant that is
then visited by several colleagues and ultimately distinguished through a collective decision—which is what
makes the MICHELIN Guide
so reliable—by a star. M.
lives a day-to-day life many
dream about – and about
which only very few have realistic notions. She leads a
life in the field out of a suitcase, replete with a long-distance relationship and 150
nights per year spent in a
hotel – rarely at the same
one two nights in a row. For
250 annual test meals, she’s
on the road for around
30,000 kilometers, unfortunately not always, like the
past few days here in Champagne, in a Mercedes-AMG
S 63 Coupé.
Meanwhile it has become
dark outside. The dessert is
on the table – a dreamlike
creation of sponge cake, caramelized nuts, a feathery
nougat mousse, crispy Breton shortbread and a breath
of silver coating, which M.
will eat down to the last
spoonful. “I can’t remember
ever having left something

Snails, ham, parsley: Le Millénaire in Reims.
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Inspection without fork and spoon: In the Château d’Etoges hotel.

behind in a three-star restaurant.” That afternoon at
the restaurant Le Pavillon,
she already had a pea soup
with poached egg, a lilywhite piece of steamed cod
over ratatouille and afterwards a classic floating island with strawberries and
rhubarb. How can anyone 67
inches tall maintain a
weight of 132 pounds when
eating such first-class comestibles? “By not eating between meals. If I’m at a gas
station and see a chocolate
bar, it doesn’t tempt me at
all when I’ve just eaten a
sublime chocolate dessert!”
Furthermore, there are the
long days. An evening in a
top restaurant rarely ends
before 10:30 pm.
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For M., the days begin in the
morning before breakfast
(double espresso, honey
bread) with the report of the
previous evening. In her hotel room she meticulously
documents her impressions
of the dinner in a journal—
Arial, 9-point font—dish for
dish, every ingredient, every
detail, every method of
preparation is reconsidered
and ultimately rated. Even if
it is not taken into account
when awarding stars, as inspectors only evaluate the
quality of a cuisine, she also
takes note of the service
from the greeting to the
good-bye, the wine list, the
décor of the restaurant.
After checkout, the hotel inspection is on the agenda for
midmorning, and eventually
perhaps an unannounced
visit for a preliminary talk

at a possible new entry in
the guide. Lunch follows,
then more report writing,
hotel check-in, dinner. And
all over again the next day
– three weeks at a time, always in a different region
across the whole of Europe.
And tomorrow? “I’m off tomorrow,” says M. She takes
another canelé and doesn’t
look unhappy.

B

Before returning to Germany, she will write her report,
inspect the hotel and then,
after three days, six meals
and three hotel tests in
Champagne, she will still
take the time—a great private luxury—to buy a case of
champagne, Rosé de Réserve, at G. Tribaut in Hautvillers. Where will she eat?
“With a friend tomorrow
evening.” And what? A brief
hesitation. And then with a
smile: “In my case, probably
around the corner in a brewery pub: meatloaf with fried
egg and fried potatoes!”

Awards and symbols
of the MICHELIN Guide

Assiette MICHELIN
Inclusion in the guide alone is a distinction. The
“Assiette Michelin” is awarded to all restaurants
that have been visited by Michelin inspectors and
deemed advisable.

Bib Gourmand
Here you can get a tasty and carefully prepared
three-course meal without drinks at an affordable price (price varies depending on the country).

1 star
A kitchen full of refinement – “worth a stop”.
Products of special quality, unmistakable refinement on the plate, taste that’s right on the mark,
a consistently high level of cooking.

2 stars
Excellent cooking, “worth a detour”. Outstanding
products, admirably presented by a talented chef
and his team with a great deal of expertise and
inspiration in subtle, unusual and occasionally
original creations.

3 stars
An exceptional cuisine – “worth a special journey”. The hand of a great chef! First-class,
top-quality products, pure and intense aromas,
harmonious compositions: Here is where cooking
becomes an art. Perfectly prepared dishes that
are often destined to become classics.
The above ratings apply exclusively to the culinary performance. If you want to know something
about the atmosphere and the service in the restaurant, pay attention to the fork and spoon.
Things are therefore fuss-free in a restaurant
with one fork and spoon; the service is casual. In
a restaurant with four or five forks and spoons, a
large service team takes care of the guests; there
is a sommelier, elegant dishes and cutlery, and so
forth. The MICHELIN Guide uses red labels to
place particular emphasis on the best and most
enjoyable locations in their category.

Fuel consumption urban/extra-urban/combined: 11,9–11,4/7,1–6,9/8,9–8,6 l/100 km;
combined CO2 emissions: 209–200 g/km.

Never stop challenging.
The new Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé.

Provider: Daimler AG, Mercedesstraße 137, 70327 Stuttgart

Shortcut
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As powerful as nature itself: The Mercedes-AMG E 43 adds innovation to emotion. In sum: more than 400 hp.

E
as in
Emotion

Mercedes-AMG
E 43 4MATIC
Engine
3.0-liter biturbo V6
kW/hp
295/401
Nm at rpm
520 at 2,500
Fuel consumption
Urban
11.0–10.9 l/100 km
Extra-urban
6.8–6.7 l/100 km
Combined
8.4 l/100 km
CO2 emissions
(combined)
192 g/km
Efficiency class
D
0–100 km/h
4.6 s
Top speed
250 km/h
(electronically
limited)

Efficiency is greater demand than ever.
Everywhere. But all too often it remains
little more than strategic lip service –
and in the end only means economization. Not so with Mercedes-AMG and
the E 43 4MATIC. Here, new technologies are not just used intelligently –
AMG goes one step even further and
combines innovation with emotion.
That begins right with the engine: The
E 43 is fuelled by the three-liter V6 biturbo that is already performing so successfully in other AMG models. This engine with the prosaic designation M276
has been an integral part of the portfolio since 2015 and as part of the expansion phase for the E 43 now brings it to
a more than reliable 295 kW (401 hp)
along with 520 Newton meters of
torque – enough for the sprint from
zero to 100 km/h in 4.6 seconds. And to
ensure the success of this sprint, the
E 43 places its trust in the all-wheeldrive AMG Performance 4MATIC as
standard. The torque to front and rear
axle is distributed 31 to 69. That means
about two-thirds of the force is pushing
from behind whilst the front one-third
of the engine force bites into the asphalt.
Also on board is an AMG sports suspension based on AIR BODY CONTROL for
maximum comfort alongside the best
response and directional stability for a
sporty driving style. The three-stage
ESP in “Sport” mode supports this kind
of business trip.
The Mercedes-AMG E 43 4MATIC can
also signal its sporty aspirations audibly when the driver has selected the
corresponding driving mode via DYNAMIC SELECT. Available as a sedan
and a wagon, the new vehicle is visually complemented by 19-inch wheels in a
twin-spoke design. Inside is a customarily sporty sight: flat-bottomed multifunction sports steering wheel, AMG
sports seats with red contrasting seams
and aluminium trim with a red trapezoidal cut.
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Shortcut
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Good mood: A trip in the Mercedes-AMG GT S definitely makes the hotel guests happy.

Rest
and
ride

Mercedes-AMG and
Kempinski – both are
passionate and exclusive. Reason enough
for a partnership. In
the future, guests of
three Kempinski hotels-Hotel Vier Jahres
zeiten Kempinski
Munich, Kempinski
Hotel Bertechsgaden
and Hotel Adlon Kempinski Berlin-may
choose between the
GLS 63 AMG 4MATIC
and the S 63 AMG
sedan for a transfer
service. And a test
drive in the AMG GT S
can be booked to provide a true adventure
experience.

A hotel is, as stated so simply in the
dictionary, “a domicile with a certain
level of comfort, in which guests can
stay overnight and are catered for.”
That’s correct and hardly surprising.
Yet anyone who checks into select accommodation in the Kempinski hotel
chain can expect much more than just
a bed and a banquet: namely, a
Mercedes-AMG GT S for a test drive. Up
to two days. That should be enough for
a very special tour.
“I’ve driven a Daimler since 1969. My
first car started to shudder at 170 km/h
on the motorway,” recounts Wolfgang
Kownatziki. “When I see this engine,
my heart swells. That is German precision craftsmanship.” Kownatziki, born
in 1937 in Berlin, stands in front of the
Hotel Adlon Kempinski, a stone’s throw
from the Brandenburg Gate, and contemplates the engine of Mercedes-AMG
GT S. Engraved on the block is the signature of designer Kai Schulz: At
Mercedes-AMG, “One Man – One Engine” is much more than just a
casual-sounding slogan – it’s a very
fundamental part of the company’s philosophy. The most famous result of such
individual handiwork is that majestic
rumble coming from the engine hood,
which casts its spell over not only AMG
fans but also, for example, a group of
Asian women, who are now lining up
like hyperactive teenagers next to
Kownatziki and the AMG GT S for a
photo. The ladies would, of course, like
to try sitting in it, shoot a few selfies
– but unfortunately that’s not going to
happen. Furthermore, we have something planned, and merely standing
around bores a Mercedes-AMG GT S at
least as much as its driver.
A ride in the super sports car is reserved on this day for the Adlon guests,
who—as well as guests in the Hotel Vier
Jahreszeiten Kempinski Munich and
Hotel Kempinski Berchtesgaden—can
book a test drive. In addition to the
GT S, the GLS 63 4MATIC and the
Mercedes-AMG S 63 sedan are also
ready to transfer you to the theater, to a
business meeting or for cruising. Kempinski hospitality and Mercedes-AMG
versatility – what a combination!
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Shortcut
The service is in great demand, with
the AMG GT S at the top of the reservation list. “The first reaction of the
guests to whom I present the keys to
the car is usually awe,” explains Maik
Schlosser, concierge of the Adlon Kempinski, entrusted with the handover of
the vehicle, “then they lightly caress
the steering wheel with a look as if they
were about to unwrap a present.”
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This present also packs a punch. You
cannot get any closer to the feeling of
racing: 510 hp, a speedometer that
reaches up to 360 kilometers per hour.
When getting in, you enter another
world, one that smells like wood and
leather. Behind the long hood, the driver lies flat and compact over the road.
The distinctiveness of this car can be
felt from the first touch. Its appearance
swings between retro-futurism and visionary state-of-the-art; the MercedesAMG GT S allows you to have your cake
and eat it too: On Munich’s Maximilianstrasse it captivates with its sporty impertinence; at the Brandenburg Gate, it
blends into the image with elegant understatement. And in Berchtesgaden it
plays the vigorous outdoorsman.
“Mercedes-AMG is a perfect partner,”
says Werner Müller, hotel manager of
the Kempinski Hotel there. “It can
bring home performance and exclusivity to our guests right outside the front
door.”
In Berchtesgaden a gorgeous mountain
landscape lurks beyond the doorstep. In
Berlin there are daydreaming passers-by. Just like the 79-year old Wolfgang Kownatzki, who doesn’t want to
snap out of his reverie. “It looks like
you could eat it,” says the Berliner.
With all due respect, maybe that’s
something you should do in one of the
Kempinski restaurants. Or get in again
and take another lap.
Text: Stefan Adrian
Photos: Kuno Mann

Eye-catcher: Welcome to Munich, fearless noisemaker.

Luxury safes & watch winders,
handmade in Germany

Doettling.com
info@doettling.com
www.facebook.com/doettling

Drivestyle
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Sand, water, sunset – the perfect ingredients for a mud bath with rear-wheel drive.

Text Christina Rahmes

Photos Anja Behrens
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Paul Ripke, 35
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Ripke pauses, quiet for a minute. Plans a drift that pushes to the limits.

one
Rap
with
Rip
ke
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The Heidelberger in his element: Leica in hand, bathed in sunlight, click – click – click, no end in sight.
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Trailblazer meets powerhouse, hip-hop hobbyist
meets propulsion. The day
that will end with an enchanting beauty begins
with rain, Ripke and a rap.
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T

The sky over Hamburg-Eimsbüttel is grey, overcast with
rain clouds. It’s cold, but
that doesn’t interest him.
With his thumb he swipes
through the weather app on
his smartphone. Results for
Sankt Peter-Ording: no rain,
a lot of wind instead. Maybe
the perfect place for a photo
shoot. Or maybe not.
The “he” is Paul Ripke, photographer and amateur rapper, born in Heidelberg, residing in Hamburg, soon
about to relocate to California.
Grew up sheltered, father a

doctor, his mother worked in
the law firm of a famous German politician, the family
dog was called Gorby, in reference to Mikhail Gorbachev.
Ripke is outfitted with a few
weeks’ worth of stubble, a
belly that knows good food,
out-of-bed hair, high spirits,
good rhymes and his beloved
Leica. Paul Ripke is driven by
the passion for the image of
his life. Every moment. Always.
Paul Ripke,
click click click,
standing in the flash light
P stands for power,
R stands for right
Anyone who has a date with
Ripke and a Mercedes-AMG
C63 S Coupé muses on

things beforehand, searches
for common ground, for differences. What unites artist
and car? The energy and
willingness to give their all
at any time. One blue-eyed,
the other brilliant blue. One
of them unpredictable, the
other unbelievable.
The 35-year-old is known as
a pioneer, as a breaker of taboos, as the photographer
who stormed onto the grass
of the Maracanã stadium in
Rio after the final whistle –
a few seconds after Mario
Götze shot the ball into the
Argentinian goal, making
Germany the 2014 World
Champion. That sequence of
events marked a once in a
lifetime moment for Götze
– and for Ripke.

People, do you have
your mobiles ready?
You’re right, it’s me, the
World Cup photographer
Paul Ripke,
the Wuhlheide Destroyer
Agile as a weasel,
rock-hard body

S

So you paint your own picture of him – what it would
be like, the car, the weather... pointless. It will be very
different, I promise, because
you can’t plan with Paul Ripke. And when the former
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Ripke doesn’t just shoot off raps from the hip. Photos too.

Mercedes-AMG
C 63 S Coupé
Engine		
4.0-liter V8 biturbo
kW/hp		
375/510
Nm at rpm
700 at
1,750 – 4,500
Fuel consumption/
Urban
11.4 l/100 km
Extra-urban
6.9 l/100 km
Combined
8.6 l/100 km
CO2 Emissions
(combined)
209 – 200 g/km
Efficiency class
E
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0–100 km/h
3.9 s
Top speed
250 km/h
(electronically
limited)
290 km/h
(with AMG Driver’s
Package)

Just let it do its thing. Without words.

field hockey coach, hugely
pressed for time, has the inclination to buy a couple of
pounds of asparagus for his
family at a roadside stand on
the way to catch the sunset
on the St. Peter-Ording
beach, he does so. And you
certainly won’t stop him.
Then, later on the North Sea
beach, there’s this other moment, an indication that Ripke, who once owned a houseboat, isn’t just a daredevil.
Before he gets into the C 63
S, he knocks off his shoes.
Doesn’t want to bring in
sand or leave any dirt in the
car. He much prefers to
drive, hits the gas, initiates
a drift. But the wet sand
challenges him and the car.
Ripke brakes, first scans the
route very slowly to ensure
that a hole isn’t waiting for
him and the rims beneath
the water’s surface. All
clear. He drives the lap at
speed; propels the coupé using the front wheels. That’s
surprising. That’s Ripke.
Drops a few lines
on the bandstand
Takes a few spins
in the sand

C

“Caro, look over here. Down.
Left. Laugh. Less. Look arrogant, arrogant! Enough.
Chin down. Here. That’s
good. Go! Warm up in the
car. Change your clothes.”
His instructions are the
same as commands: precise,
purposeful, not brooking
contradiction. The architecture student and amateur
model plays with her blue
eyes and the Leica, Ripke
shoots, click – click – click
– no end in sight. “If you

can’t take it well, take it often,” says the man behind
the viewfinder and laughs
about his working credo. A
little tongue in cheek, and
yet not, because “I don’t find
my pictures to be that amazing.” I beg your pardon? Say
that again! It’s simple, says
Ripke, there are much better
photographers in the world.
“Often I’m just lucky enough
to know the right people.”
The close friendship with
the rapper and ex-model
Marteria, the good relationship with Campino and the
rest of the still-punk band
Die Toten Hosen, who he
was allowed to accompany
on their European tour. And
of course his connection to
the German national team,
which he photographed in
Rio in 2014 after the final
goal – which was not quite
as simple as it sounds. First
Paul had to beg German
Soccer Association (DFB)
team manager Oliver Bierhoff. Not a problem by
e-mail: “This is a last-ditch
attempt by Paul (...). Please
please please let me come
along and properly capture
all the extraordinary things
you experience there. (...) Is
it because of my looks? I’ll
happily shave and wear a
hairstyle of your choice.”
There could be only one answer to that, unhesitatingly:
“Dear Paul, take it easy,
leave your hair as it is and
come along. We’ll shoot the
goals. You shoot the photos.”
The rest is history, recorded
in Paul’s coffee-table book
“One Night in Rio”. Less
than 50 hours in Brazil,
12,000 photos, 400 made it
into the book. Bold colors,
up-close portraits, tears of
happiness. As never seen before. “I call it maximizing
the concentration of events:
as much as possible, as
briefly as possible. When
I’ve finished a job, I edit my
pictures exactly once – then

I’m on my way to the next
job,” says Ripke, whose favorite currency is trust. “I
took many photos of the
Chancellor that night, but I
promised never to publish
them anywhere.” Said and
done. After that night in Rio
there was already enough
trouble. Some colleagues
from the photography scene
were angry with him because he got in their way
and because he shot the photos that they themselves
never could. Except that
they would have tried their
own luck and violated all the
rules to climb over the barrier. But they didn’t. So, guilty
conscience? “I would do it
again,” says Ripke. “Anyone
would do that for the images
of his life.”
Trust is his currency
He dared to make
the jump and see
Click click click,
hooray for you:
Götze, that’s what
world champs do.

H

He’s done taking the pictures of Caro, back into the
warmth, orders a curried
sausage, switches on the laptop, Champions League is
on, Bayern Munich is battling Atlético Madrid in the
semi-final. Paul can almost
endure it no longer, rolls his
wedding ring from left to
right over the wooden table
in the restaurant, screams at
the players, claps his hands
above his head, stands up,
sits down again, and places
bets with all those at the table and at every other table
on the corner in which the
next penalty kick will be
fired. He wins.

A quick glance at Facebook
and Instagram. What’s up?
“Yes, I’m addicted to social
media. So what? Without
these channels my career
would have been impossible.
Eats up a lot of time but it’s
also the most transparent
medium there is.” How
transparent is someone like
Paul Ripke? “I never post
pictures of my wife and my
two daughters” – that’s the
level of privacy he allows
himself to have. It’s 2:1, Bayern. Time to go home. It’s
late. We arrive at his historic
Hamburg apartment. Be quiet. Past the Nike shoe collections with more than a hundred pairs, a glass of water
from his childhood love, the
stunningly beautiful Theresa, who he’s since married.
Step carefully, the wooden
floor creaks, the girls are
asleep by now. How was his
day? “Cool. I’ve got asparagus with me!”
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Text Stacy Suaya

Photos Linhbergh Nguyen
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Good morning, L.A.: “I’m ready – how about you?”
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Stopover, Ventura Boulevard, Woodland Hills, L.A.: Suitcases briefly transferred into the boot of the Mercedes-AMG GT S.
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Linkin Park is one
of the most celebrated bands in the
world. We’ve set
off on a short little
joyride through Los
Angeles with Joe
Hahn, the creative
DJ of the American
six-piece. Somewhere between
manga, street art
and start-up.
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B

Beverly Hills. A typical late spring morning in
Southern California. We meet Joe Hahn at Machine
Shop, the in-house management and innovation
studio of Linkin Park. It’s a think tank that develops and executes on ideas that align with the
band’s global interests across music, technology,
content and design. It’s also where Joe Hahn’s office is located. To date Linkin Park has sold over 50

million albums, won 4 MTV Music Video Awards, 3
World Music Awards, and been nominated six
times for the Grammy Awards, winning twice. Incidentally, Joe is the first Korean–American artist to
have won a Grammy.
Joe shows us some of his artwork, sketches, and a
paint job he designed especially for MercedesAMG, in cool chrome and fire-red. It will celebrate
its premiere in the Belgian Spa-Francorchamps
when the GT3 version approaches the starting line
in the FIA GT3 Series.

W

We get into Joe’s prized possession of the moment,
his Mercedes-AMG GT S. With few words and a lot
of roaring, we head off down Wilshire Boulevard,
through the forest of signs on La Brea Avenue.
The colorful work of the popular graffiti artist
Alec Monopoly flies past us. “An insane car, a real
gem. A true masterpiece! How someone from the
past would have imagined the perfect car in the
year 2016 – this is it. The aerodynamics, the shape,
the homage to the original idea, the technology,”
says Joe, gripping the Alcantara steering wheel
tighter.
The Linkin Park DJ recalls how mesmerized he was
in his childhood by sleek designs like the DeLorean
from the classic film “Back to the Future” – or the
car-dominated TV series from the 1980s: “‘Knight
Rider’, ‘Hardcastle and McCormick’, ‘The Dukes of
Hazzard’ ... the car was the superhero!” says Joe.
“Before that, it was the horse. Then came the engines. Batman and Robin in the Batmobile. Steve
McQueen and his Mustang. There’s a profound connection between a man and his horse – a man and
his car.”
We stop in front of The Seventh Letter, an art
gallery and boutique in Hollywood’s fashionable
Fairfax District. The work exhibited there by the
graffiti artist Push is held in the colors of the
Venice neighborhood’s skater culture and freestyle
high-tops from Reebok. Joe Hahn has also exhibited
there; it’s the place where he indulges his passion
for street art.

Joe prizes the art of comic drawing even more highly, so our next stop is Meltdown Comics on Sunset
Boulevard. He reveals to us that comic style greatly
influenced his own artistic development. “I began
drawing at an early age,” recounts the 39-year-old.
“And became aware of comics because the covers
fascinated me. I love the colorful explosion. Then at
some point I began to draw the characters.” Alongside art, his interest in hip-hop music was awakened by the gangsta rap of N.W.A. and The 2 Live
Crew. During his time in high school, Joe began to
performing as a DJ. After that, he studied illustration at the ArtCenter College of Design, where he
met Mike Shinoda, with whom he would later form
Linkin Park. “Back then, Shinoda played classical
piano and laid down beats. We became fast friends,
in a short period of time, and started making recordings from home with a four-track machine,”
says Joe.

we bought some heavy metal wigs and outfits at a
costume shop and played onstage like that. From
then on we were the band everyone was talking
about.”
“Don’t let difficulties get you down. Shift into a different gear and re-adjust your course. The amazing
things in life work like a good band: the interplay
has to be simply perfect,” philosophizes Joe, as he
looks out the window of his Mars-red design from
Affalterbach.

We sit down for lunch at a Korean grill, and as the
food disappears into our mouths, Joe tells me how
the evolution of Linkin Park continued. Because he
ran out of money for his studies, Hahn left college
and started taking odd jobs in the field of special
effects for film and television.

L

Linkin Park began to officially form in 1996. Originally spelled as ‘Lincoln Park’ (after a space in Santa Monica where the then homeless Chester Bennington frequently had to spend the night), they
found the .com domain name was already taken.
By changing the spelling from Lincoln to Linkin,
the band was able to establish their own domain
since day one, and have been early adapters of new
technology every since. “Today you could call what
we did back then a start-up,” says Joe.
Joe recounts the first time Linkin Park performed
at OzzFest in the mid-1990s (a music festival founded by Ozzy Osbourne). On the first three days, they
were booed and pelted with water bottles. “I was a
Korean kid from L.A., and we didn’t look like the
rest of the bands on the bill. The audience was
there for Marilyn Manson or Black Sabbath, but we
decided to just keep playing and have fun. One day
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The Director

Joe Hahn is DJ
for the Grammy Award winning rock band
Linkin Park.
Hahn began
DJing in high
school, and
met his future
bandmate,
Mike Shinoda
while attending ArtCenter
College of
Design. Hahn

has directed
more than
30 of Linkin
Park’s music
videos, and
made his
feature film
debut with
Mall in
2014. Linkin
Park is currently working
on their seventh studio
album.
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Text Adam Baumgärtner

Photos Heiko Simayer

What has become
of tranquil Affalterbach? From small,
mighty racing
specialists AMG
has evolved into
the high-performance brand of
the Mercedes-Benz
universe. But it is
not just the brand
that has evolved. The location has evolved too. We
glimpse behind the scenes
into the dynamic heart of
the AMG brand – and discover not something sedate
but rather truly sensational.
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Markus Wachter
Manager, Design Concept
“AMG design is
emotionally charged
and represents the
courage to innovate.”
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Vitalis “Viti” Enns
Studio Manager,
Design Models
“We live for proportions.
The soul of design emerges
in the design model.”

AMG Design Lab
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Here the designers’ sketches and data transform into matter: 1:1 Design models. Touch and understand.

AMG Brand Lab
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Julia Faigle
Brand Communication
“The Brand Lab lets its
guests experience the AMG
brand world at first hand.”
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The very special meeting room: Garage power meets classic design. Immersion in the AMG brand.
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Georg Hellwig
Development Workshop
“We make all of the AMG
prototype vehicles take-off
ready for tests around the
globe. Of course,
everything’s top secret!”
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AMG Development Workshop
A workshop like no other: The cars that are bolted together here are still nowhere near official.
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Benjamin Bühler
Mechanical Workshop
“Our designers and developers need parts that you
can’t buy anywhere else.
We custom manufacture
them.”

Mechanical Workshop
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On 5-axis milling and rotary milling machines prototype parts are produced from different materials per 3D designs.
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Ultra-modern
engineering and
manufacturing
processes,
cutting-edge
management,
extremely
fast pace:
Mercedes-AMG
is at the forefront because
they possess
a superior
mentality in
Affalterbach –
hands-on, unconventional,
adventurous.

Tire warehouse

Archive

The right mix:
AMG doesn’t
burn rubber

“Remember when?”:
The future
needs history

Legions of test cars and prototype vehicles are in use at the AMG headquarters around the clock over the whole
year. Millions of test kilometers are
travelled around the globe, on racing
and test tracks, on public roads. One of
the most important wearing parts of
this intense development work is
round, black and is used every time in
quadruplicate: tire, tire, tire, tire. Various amalgamations: prototype tires,
qualification tires, winter tires, sport
tires, slick tires ... the logistics and storage surrounding the replenishment of
the high-grip aggressive sport varieties
is a challenging task, especially since
the approximately 5,500 warehoused
tires have to be treated with due care.
There’s a bad air about it: Without oxygen, there’s no fire.

For a company that comes from racing,
it is rather unusual to cultivate its own
past with sound judgement: Because
anyone who strikes a fast pace seldom
looks in the rear-view mirror. What was
yesterday is passé. Done. Dusted. Let’s
move on. Always in the passing lane,
always in search of new technology,
new personal bests, the next innovation. For a long time amid the blur of
the wild years it could also have happened to Mercedes-AMG that the documents and stories of the early years
would have drifted into oblivion – were
it not for the strong identification of
some employees from the very beginning. They didn’t just put the remnants
of days gone in the cabinet all the way
in the back. Over decades, partly after
quitting time, a vivid and impressive
collection of documents, photographs,
parts and even classic cars arose.

To prevent a risk of fire in the tire
warehouse, the oxygen content of the
air inside the storeroom is reduced to
around 15 percent – no chance for an
accidental fire and its catastrophic consequences on account of the otherwise
long-smouldering and hard-to-extinguish stack of tires. Even wanton arson
would be difficult here, because any
lighter needs at least 16 percent oxygen
to even be able to ignite. In stark contrast to the general atmosphere at
AMG, the atmosphere in the AMG tire
warehouse is cool: The tires are stored
in an energy-saving manner below 15
degrees Celsius. In summer, incidentally, that is a wonderful refresher for the
employees of the logistics department.

Self-assurance has something to do
with memory and self-reflection. Under
the guidance of Michael Clauss, who
has been with AMG for 37 years, just as
long as AMG has been in Affalterbach,
the archive is a fabulous treasure from
which the brand constantly draws its
identity. “Lessons learned” is what you
might call it. The memory of great
deeds and challenges from the company’s history shapes the AMG of today as
much the constant drive for innovation
and the incomparable forward-moving
agility. To some extent, the AMG archive is also the brand’s family photo
album: “Remember when...?”

Factory design

Canteen

Delivery hall

The AMG spirit
has a home:
Affalterbach

A classic
recipe for
home cooking

The ritual:
Hospitality,
Swabian style

From its beginnings in a meadow on
the outskirts of the rural community of
Affalterbach to the state-of-the-art headquarters of today. Over the past five
decades Mercedes-AMG has had an impressive journey. A multitude of other
office buildings and factories have been
added to the first workshop hall. During all this dynamic growth, the company has always been able to achieve an
optimum of modernity: The current architecture, for instance, has been
awarded prizes for energy-efficient construction. A natural-gas-powered fuel
cell supplies the new logistics center
not only with 100 kilowatts of electricity but also with heating and cooling: Up
to 40 kilowatts are fed into the public
grid; on top of that, the fuel cell generates oxygen-reduced air that is diverted
into the tire warehouse. But even the
energy produced on the engine test
benches doesn’t fizzle away, unused,
but is instead utilized for electricity
and for heating.

Lentils with spaetzle (egg noodles), the
Swabian national dish, is a tradition at
Mercedes-AMG in the “Pit Stop” canteen. The hearty stew regularly draws
droves of people to the pots. Here is the
recipe for two:

For many AMG fans, picking up a new
Mercedes-AMG vehicle in Affalterbach
is a veritable obligation primarily on
account of the factory tour: “One Man
– one Engine”. Every mechanic bestows
a plaque with his signature upon completion of the engine mounting. In
many cases it’s now possible for
customers on their tour of the engine
factory to meet the mechanic who was
responsible for the assembly of their
engine. And it’s here you can then
shake the hand of this very same expert. A very personal, distinctive experience that brings the AMG team and
their customers even closer together.

The buildings on the factory grounds
are allowed, says Ralf Stiegler, Head of
Facility Management and with the company for almost 40 years, “to be a maximum of 12 meters tall according to a
municipal regulation”. But new avenues are explored even inside the offices: Out of classic open-plan offices
AMG has made open-space offices
where expert teams work together according to a shared-desk philosophy
and so-called think tanks offer the perfect environment for undisrupted work.

Ingredients
150 g lentils, 100 g soup vegetables,
1 onion, 200 g of flour, 2–3 eggs, salt,
1 tbsp clarified butter, 150 ml red wine,
500 ml vegetable stock, 1 potato
(floury), 50 g smoked bacon, 2 sprigs of
thyme, pepper, vinegar, 2 tbsp butter,
2 pair of sausage, mustard
Preparation
Soak lentils 1–2 h. Clean and cut soup
vegetables into cubes, peel and cut onions. Add flour into a bowl, beat in eggs
and add a pinch of salt. Mix and beat
into a smooth dough. Seal the dough in
a container and allow to rest for half an
hour. Sauté onion with clarified butter,
add lentils and fill with red wine and
broth. Peel potatoes, grate finely and
add. Add bacon, diced into small cubes.
Bring everything to a boil, allow to simmer about 30 min, then add thyme and
soup vegetables. Simmer another 15
min, then season with salt, pepper and
2 tbsp of vinegar to taste. Dip a wooden
chopping board in boiling salted water,
then spread about 2 tbsp of batter thinly over it using a moistened spatula and
shave flat thin strips into the boiling
water. Sieve the floating spaetzle, serve
everything on a plate, and—depending
on taste—add mustard and vinegar.

Gentlemen, start your engines!
The day at AMG often begins with picking up the customer at the airport or
the Stuttgart train station. Once at
AMG, following a short greeting, things
proceed right to the factory tour. Even
repeat customers who are collecting
their own vehicles don’t pass up this
exciting tour. After an ensuing snack,
one customer or another is handed
their ignition key, complete with custom keychain; only a few steps still separate them from their new vehicle:
Right next to the customer lounge is the
delivery hall. Dark walls, bright floor, a
magical lighting scenario. Here the customer now has plenty of time for their
first moments with their new AMG.
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Portrait

The only
way
is up
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Canadian-born Eva Shaw is one of the most sought-after ambassadors for electronic dance music.

Text Thomas Lötz
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The Canadian model Eva Shaw came to
DJing by chance. Today she is on track
to become the most soughtafter, trendiest artist in electronic dance music –
and she’s already the face of the
Mercedes-AMG campaign for the new
CLA 45.
There are days where even the most
charmed life can be really difficult:
A gig somewhere in China. Barely any
sleep. Flight to Shanghai. Flight to Los
Angeles. Land in the morning. Then
right to the photoshoot for the new
Mercedes-AMG campaign. Almost
asleep in the makeup room. Then photographed again and again until
evening in one go. No pause for breath.
But that doesn’t knock Eva Shaw out
of her groove. Unlike her petite body
suggests, Eva Shaw is a tough, hardbitten professional.
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At the age of 13 Eva was discovered as a
model in her hometown Toronto—her
feminist-minded mother was hardly
thrilled—and began to have photos taken and to stride across catwalks. GQ,
Cosmopolitan, Michael Kors and G-Star
benefitted from Eva’s beauty. Alongside
fashion, however, there was always music. “I’ve always written my own songs,”
she says. “As a teenager, I sat in front of
my keyboard, played and sang as well.
Eventually I started using the samples
and performed my songs at parties in
front of friends.”
As a teenager Eva had a friend who was
an underground tech house DJ. And
during one of his shows at Club V in
Toronto, he suddenly said to her: “Keep
it going!” Eva thought she hadn’t heard
properly. And, as a matter of fact, she
could barely hear anything when she
then continued her friend’s set. “Slapback everywhere. It was horrible.” But
the club owner liked what he heard,
and the new duo went from the side
room to the main room. Eva had just
turned 17. DJing would become her
thing. For now modelling would remain
her job.
“But I never wanted to be a model/DJ,
which was the big thing when I moved
to New York.” She played for free in
Provocateur, where among others superstar Avicii deejays. And so as not to
be identified as a model, during this
period Eva wore baseball caps drawn

low over her face and baggy clothes.
“I wanted my sound to be the focus,”
she says. With her more mainstream
electro sound she no longer met the
taste of the club owner, but she did
strike a chord with the audience. The
stars of the scene became aware of this
female opening act and gave Shaw the
most important currency in the music
business: respect. That was her breakthrough.
My life as a DJ
Q&A with Eva Shaw
The best clubs that you’ve
already played?
Since I’m frequently in L.A.,
the best clubs are XS, Hakkasan and Omnia. But it’s impossible to choose just a
few.
Where would you definitely
still like to play?
At the open-air festivals –
because the energy there is
simply insane.
The biggest crowd you’ve
ever played for?
That might have been the
80,000 people in front of my
stage at the Ultra Music Festival in Miami.
Which artists inspire you?
The painter Salvador Dalí.
The musician and all-round
artist Pharrell Williams. And
Justin Timberlake.
And when do you deliver
your best performance?
When I’m happy and—above
all—well rested.

Today Eva is 26 and is moving soon to
Los Angeles as a third home in addition
to New York and Toronto. In the US,
she’s one of the up-and-coming great
DJs in electronic dance music. The USbased magazine “Nylon” voted her “Sexiest DJ on the Planet”. She plays clubs
in New York, Los Angeles, Miami, Japan, Shanghai and is a regular DJ in the
Las Vegas superclubs Hakkasan and
Omnia, where the Dutch superstar of
the DJ scene, Tiësto, lays down his appealing, radio-friendly electro sound.
But Eva also sees herself as an artist
and is playing more and more of her
own tracks and compositions in her
sets. “My next stuff will involve a lot of
vocals. It’s pretty poppy,” she says.
That’s the sound of her meteoric assault on the top of the charts.
Speaking of meteoric: The 26-year-old
likes cool, fast cars. Residing in New
York in midtown Manhattan, however,
she covers most of her distances by
taxis, driving services, helicopters or
aircraft. Shaw certainly appreciates
this convenience, but she also frequently misses the speed. Too much traffic
on the roads, too much compulsion to
slow down.
What’s more, Eva is not only insanely
attractive, her charisma is disarming
and she’s even funny too. Eva is more
Jimmy Fallon, more “Saturday Night
Live” than staid, polite “Top Model”. A
dream girl. But – sorry, guys. “I found
the love of my life a long time ago,” says
Ms. Shaw and laughs.
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Very rarely does motorsport make it into the living room.

Text Ole Zimmer

Photos Thorsten Doerk
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His true living room is the world’s racetracks.

Who
is this
man?
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Safety-car driver
Bernd Mayländer
is a legend. A portrait of a man who
disappears after an
assignment faster
than the flag that
summoned him.

Schorndorf near Stuttgart, a Thursday
evening in April. The setting sun colors
the tower of the baroque town church
orange; Gottlieb Daimler’s birthplace
already lies half in shadow. Below it the
S-Bahn spits out commuters. The shops
close, the marketplace empties. Bernd
Mayländer stands high above his hometown, 60 meters above it all. If you’d
like to meet the driver of the Formula 1
safety cars, you can try your luck at the
TA OS Skybar. The lounge is located on
the top two floors of the erstwhile
Schorndorf Postturm.
Even racing fans find it difficult to
recognize Bernd Mayländer without his
helmet and racing suit. Those who manage to do it here at TA OS nod in greeting, remain politely reserved from a
distance. Schorndorf is a calm place.
From the terrace Mayländer’s primary
school can be seen, to the north of the
railway tracks his grandfather Ernst’s
old beverage shop. The lounge patrons
come from the nearby state capital and
throughout the southwest of Germany.
Bernd Mayländer has just come from
Shanghai. As so often happens, this too
will only be a short stopover. Mayländer
is on the road a good 250 days a year.
As the safety-car driver in the Formula 1, as an AMG Driving Academy instructor, as a Mercedes-Benz brand ambassador and still as a racing driver.
The 45-year-old completed the Mille
Miglia in May in a Mercedes Benz
710 SS, built in 1930. Before that, he
was at the Formula 1 GRAN PREMIO DE
ESPANA PIRELLI 2016 in Barcelona,
then immediately in Monaco after that.
He will not have a weekend at home until the second Sunday of Advent. Without passion and dedication, he says, it
couldn’t be done. And yet: “Life on the
plane, the travelling, is my job first and
foremost. But real life, that’s at home.
Here,” says Mayländer, “I feel like a different person.”

The First
The first Formula 1 safety
car that Bernd Mayländer
inherited from Oliver
Gavin in the 2000 season
was a Mercedes-Benz
CL 55 AMG. A V8 engine,
360 hp, top speed of 280
kilometers per hour, from
0 to 100 in six seconds.

The Mercedes-AMG
safety cars
1996–97
Mercedes-Benz
C 36 AMG
1997–98
Mercedes-Benz
CLK 55 AMG
1999–2000
Mercedes-Benz
CL 55 AMG
2001–02
Mercedes-Benz
SL 55 AMG
2003		
Mercedes-Benz
CLK 55 AMG
2004–05
Mercedes-Benz
SLK 55 AMG
2006–07
Mercedes-Benz
CLK 63 AMG
2008–09
Mercedes-Benz
SL 63 AMG
2010–12
Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG
2012–14
Mercedes-AMG SLS GT
since 2015
Mercedes-AMG GT S

This life beyond the racetrack plays out
in Plüderhausen, seven kilometers towards Schwäbisch Gmünd. About a
year ago Mayländer moved there with
his wife Myriam. The two have known
each other for 17 years and have been a
couple for two-and-a-half years. Their
renovated house from the 1990s is situated on a south-facing slope; it looks
solid. That’s the way they’re built in
Swabia. At best, the white MercedesAMG GT S, the company car in the garage, could cause a stir. In the house
there is little to remind you of its owner’s profession. Only a few model cars
behind the glass door of the living room
cabinet provide an indication. “I love
motorsport, but I don’t want it to dominate my private life here,” says Mayländer. The racing driver Bernd Mayländer has his empire on the ground
floor: Bernd Mayländer Motorsport
GmbH resides in two bright rooms.
Here he collects trophies, pictures,
memories. To date the Swabian has
driven around 50 race cars, 30 of which
are scattered across the two rooms as
models in a variety of scales.
For nearly 17 years Bernd Mayländer
has driven the Formula 1 safety car.
Charlie Whiting, race director of the
FIA, hired Mayländer in 1999 for the
Formula 3000. A year later the German
also took over the safety car in Formula
1 from Englishman Oliver Gavin. He
had not expected this offer: “I was
scheduled for Le Mans, was totally focussed on my cup races and had to find
new sponsors at the same time. I had a
head full of a thousand other things.”
His first assignment was in 2000 in
Melbourne. His car: a Mercedes-Benz
CL 55 AMG. “The conversions were really limited,” he recalls. “We only had a
handheld radio and sat on standard
leather seats.” After the race Mayländer
drove the car on the motorway to Stuttgart. Over the years, the service vehicles have changed, but the job has remained the same. Debris on the roadway or too much water – if it’s
dangerous, Mayländer is called into action. Today he puts himself in front of
the pack in a Mercedes-AMG GT S and
controls the pace. On television, it looks
relatively leisurely. “You pretty much
have to step on the gas when you’re doing it,” he says. Sauntering along at 250
kilometers per hour. The safety car
shouldn’t go too slowly, else the vehi-

cle’s tires would cool down too much.
Even if it could, the Mercedes-AMG GT
S doesn’t have to push the envelope as
much as its predecessors. “The potential of this car is enormous,” says Mayländer. “You can even stay a bit under
the limit in it without hurting the race
cars too much.” The GT S driven by
Mayländer in this capacity is also a production car, which loses just a few seconds per kilometer to an F1 racer.
Like so many racers, Bernd Mayländer
also grew up in a family of racing fans,
surrounded by beautiful cars. His
mother Erika drove a Karmann Ghia,
his father Horst a BMW 2002 Tii. Together with his parents he sat in the
grandstands in Hockenheim in 1977
during Niki Lauda’s Formula 1 Grand
Prix victory and cheered on his idols.
While on holiday on Lake Maggiore, he
and his father didn’t go to the beach but
to the kart track at Magadino. Occasionally at first, later more frequently.
Eventually his own DAP kart sat in the
yard. “That wasn’t sport,” Mayländer
says today, “just a plaything for father
and son.” While colleagues of the same
age raced regularly, after school Bernd
began work experience as an industrial
clerk. The family had bottled Coca-Cola
since the 1950s. In 1972, the Hermine
spring in Urbach, named after Mayländers grandmother, was added. “The
job was a lot of fun for me,” says Mayländer. Business life suited him, the
technology in the plant was interesting,
but with his driver’s license came the
excursions to the Nordschleife, the first
small races a short while later. After
work experience came alternative community service in the Zivildienst and at
the same time a little more racing: Formula Ford, Carrera Cup, during the
week he worked in the Red Cross nursing service in Schorndorf. “The 15
months of community service totally
grounded me.”
After a strong season in the Carrera
Cup and winning the championship, in
1995 Norbert Haug summoned the
young man from Schondorf, only just
turned 23, to Mercedes-Benz in the
DTM. A completely new world. He could
drive cars, win races too. Yet
everything was new, and he was in the
middle of it. “For the first time I had a
professional environment, a fitness
trainer and a strict program. It was
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A car that remains a special memory
for him is the SL 63 AMG, in which he
rode in 2008 and 2009. The brakes
were modified, as were the cooling, the
engine and the rear axle. In addition,
the SL had an MCT transmission with
double-declutching function – Mayländer’s eyes light up when he talks
about it. With the SLS AMG starting in
2010, the first independently designed
sports car from Mercedes-AMG was in
use for four years. In his current
Mercedes-AMG GT S, the digital equipment in the interior primarily makes
the difference: Two tablets display the
TV picture and a track animation, and
the car has an InCar hotspot and a WiFi
network.
Back in Schorndorf, a few days after the
race in Shanghai. With 509 hp at his
command, today Mayländer has less to
do. He visits his wife, watches her at
work in a large riding hall. Myriam is a
speech and riding therapist, working
with children and her therapy horse.
She always has plenty to do. But in the
evening the two of them want to meet
for a cosy glass of wine. Enjoy the sunset at the TA OS Skybar before it all
kicks off again for Bernd. Out into the
wide world of motorsport.

The Current One

Bernd Mayländer

Bernd Mayländer has
driven the Mercedes-AMG
GT S since the 2015
FORMULA 1 ROLEX AUS
TRALIAN GRAND PRIX:
510 hp, maximum torque
of 650 Nm, 4.0-liter V8 biturbo engine, 310 km/h
top speed, from 0 to 100
in 3.8 seconds. Modified
performance exhaust system for a rich sound, ceramic high-performance
composite brakes for perfect deceleration.

Born
29 May 1971
Height
5’11”
Weight
181 lbs
Hobbies
Jogging,
gardening,
skiing
Role Model
James Hunt
Favorite racetracks
Nordschleife, Suzuka

FORMULA 1, FORMULA ONE, F1, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, GRAND PRIX and related marks are trade marks of Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula One group company. All rights reserved.

awesome.” He came into contact with
the Formula 1 safety car one year later
in a roundabout way. In April 1996, he
got his first company car, a MercedesBenz C36 AMG. Barely run in, in May
the car was gone again: Mercedes needed it for the race in Magny-Cours as the
Formula 1 safety car. Mayländer remembers it well: “Even my identifier
was still there: S-BM 300.” Now he’s
riding in his eighth Formula 1 safety
car. After the CL 55 AMG came an SL
55 AMG with 500 hp and a CLK 55
AMG. In 2004 and 2005, Mayländer
was on the move in the SLK 55 AMG
Roadster. “That was a real ‘funmobile’.
Light, agile and aggressive. Most notably, it had no silencer and was roaring
loud.”

WHERE TO BUY? WWW.ASSOS.COM
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM, share pics with us #assosofswitzerland
follow us on twitter @assos_com, www.facebook.com/assosofswitzerland
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Strength and fear lie close to one another. In this case, strength wins.

Strength
An essay by Wolf
Wondratschek.
And what happens
if you run out
of strength?
A train of thought.
At full throttle.
We begin our reflections on the topic of
strength with the sunrise – even if in
the half-light of the breaking day we
are anything but awake enough to appropriately pay homage to the sun, this
goddess. Come to think of it, where is
she, actually? Where is her radiance,
her energy, her warmth? A powerful
northwest current gives us the weather
report, bringing rain, powerful gusts of
wind as well. Sound common sense
tells us: Stay in bed! Who am I? We ask
ourselves. Why get up?
This is indeed another good start to the
day.
You have to set priorities, urges the
woman to whom my heart belongs. And
she does this as often and unmistakably as the boss who, if the rumour is
true, will soon stand before the marriage altar for the third time, if there is
such a thing in the Maldives at all.
An impressive man, this boss. One with
rare power of persuasion, which perhaps lies in the fact that he does not,
not even in the face of the powerful
competition at home and abroad, convey the impression that he loves the

power and prestige it confers. Rather,
the likely assumption is that he distrusts power, as well as those who practice it, some of whom he calls “the prisoners of power.”
He has his secrets, I’m sure. For example, he always flies to Las Vegas for the
great boxing matches; why else would
that famous photo hang in his office behind his desk, the one of Muhammad
Ali, who was still called Cassius Clay at
the time, showing him in the pose of a
victor over a supine Sonny Liston, appraised before the fight by all the experts as invincible? This is what happens to butchers if they mess with butterflies, he is supposed to have once
said to a visitor from the United States.
If you muster the courage to speak to
him directly about it, he gladly provides
additional information, which in a
cryptic way is more than remarks on
boxing. Like few others, he says, Ali
sold the product that he represented
well and profitably. He became a global
brand, the undisputed market leader in
his sector. You could only envy him his
knack for having brilliant ideas. He was
more than just a boxer, just as we men

of business should be more than just
capitalists. It can’t hurt to take note of
that! Sometimes, when I see him and
listen to him, I think I did everything
wrong in life.
The woman to whom my heart belongs
is, in her own way, fascinated by him.
She looks at him – and then me. Maybe
I’m only imagining it, but I sense how I
start to shrink under her gaze. Is this
the hour of truth – or rather, the moment of truth? But the truth about
what? It’s nothing new to make myself
slightly crazy over all that is possible,
over existential fear, fear of flying, and
sometimes, long after midnight, when
my thoughts defy my control and start
to dance, over fear of death. I am a deserted station. I am the only contents of
a plastic bag.
Of course, I am not spared from air
travel, unfortunately. I die deaths that I
certainly know better than to confess.
There it stands, the monster that I
climb into. Never have I felt strength so
threatening. It stands there, as if it
must focus on an impossible task before it can start. What pilots do, I think,
really cannot go well. We are beings
who need firm ground under our feet.
Us in the air, that is an invention on a
par with blasphemy – and a crime.
Then the engines rev until at full tilt.
Nothing more to be done. We feel it.
Full throttle. Full acceleration. It is this
force that presses each of us into the
upholstery of our seats.
By now it is evening, quitting time. And
it’s still pouring rain. We dream, even
before we are asleep, that the world has
patience with us, that it presents us
with the most beautiful of all gifts: after
making love with the woman to whom
out heart belongs, to roll away from her
body and to sink feebly into the pillows,
finally appeased, finally at the end of
all desires, finally complete.
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Those with swift fists possess fleet feet: Damian Rodriguez Alvarez in the streets of Havana.
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Havana, Cuba

Text Frieder Pfeiffer

In the Rafael Trejo Boxing Gym, the young boxers follow in the footsteps of their predecessors.
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Stained, crumbling plaster: The streets of Havana are a journey through time.

Up-and-coming boxer Albert González in conversation with doorman Pablo Lopez Castellan.
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A place with heavy weights: The fitness room in Havana’s most renowned boxing club.

A

A chain-link fence painted in a garish green
guards the house of the people’s hero. In the overgrown front yard a makeshift punching bag made
of car tires hangs from an old mamey tree. The
front door opens with a squeak, one step, and
you’re standing right in the middle of the living
room. With audible effort an old fan tries to force
hot air through the small room, but its volume is
not proportional to its performance. It’s the host
who provides the far more massive draft as he
thrusts his 6’4” body into the room.
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Even now, 16 years after his third and final Olympic victory, Félix Savón, a man of elemental force,
enters no space unnoticed. From 1992 to 2000
Savón was the dominant power in the heavyweight
division: three gold medals, more than any other
boxer in Olympic history. Savón manhandled his
opponents with unbridled strength. He was the
twelve-cylinder in the kingdom of the rings. An
athlete out of the Cuban boxing textbook. Today
the 47-year-old no longer boxes. He moves almost
in slow motion, whispering more than he speaks.
The creaking fan in the house on the outskirts of
Havana swallows Savón’s gentle words. We change
rooms.
In the small room next door it’s quieter. Félix
Savón sinks his huge body into a deep chair. Behind, above, next to and in front of him: trophies,
certificates, medals – evidence of his life as a boxer, his life as a political symbol. In 28 photos in
this room, he says, he can be seen with Fidel Castro. “And I still have several more.” Félix Savón
was Fidel’s fist. When the athlete won the Olympic
gold for the first time on August 12, 1992, he dedicated the medal to his boss, whose birthday was
the following day.
Boxing was the cracking straight-arm punch that
“El líder maximo” chose after the revolution in the
late 1950s to demonstrate the superiority of the
socialist idea to the world. Starting in 1968, little
Cuba with its mere eleven million inhabitants collected a legendary 67 boxing medals at the Olympics, including 34 gold. No nation found itself even
close to coming within striking distance. The
self-image of Cuba emerged over decades between

Boxing is
the most
masculine
of all
sports.
Its epicenter is
in Cuba.
No country has
produced
as many
worldclass boxers as
this tiny
island.

Félix Savón,
47
Castro’s
cracking
straight-arm
punch

the taut ropes of a boxing ring. The life of national
hero Félix Savón can be seen as an example.
Meanwhile, from the chair in his trophy room, the
latter glances at a poster that shows him laughing
on a balcony. “Cuba – Land of Champions,” it
reads. In 1961, Castro banned the professional
sport from the island, denying his boxers the path
to the business’ bulging suitcases of money. Millions of training hours and countless gallons of
sweat for a grand goal, every four years: The Olympics. “Do not fight for money! Fight for Cuba! Do
not fight for glory! Fight for pride!” That was the
maxim of El líder maximo. And Savón was his best
ambassador. Once, when the famous American
boxing promoter Don King offered the Cuban
heavyweight ten million US dollars for a professional fight outside his home country, Savón said:
“What does ten million get me when I know eleven
million are behind me?” Today when he’s on the
street in Havana, it gets turbulent. “People go crazy when they see me.”
It’s palpable how grateful Félix Savón is that he
was allowed to take this route. As a young boy of
humble stock in a small village in the Guantánamo Province in eastern Cuba, he sent his sisters
ahead if there was fighting in the streets to deal
with. But when the government scouts later asked
who wanted to box, it was “The Squid”—as Savón
was called because of the enormous range of his
arms—who signed up. The rest is Cuban boxing
history. The national selection system whisked
Savón to the top, which in Cuban terms is a
three-bedroom house, a large TV and a small Renault in front of the door. “Fidel gave that to me.”
Savón says he wants for nothing. A few kilometers
toward the center of the Cuban capital Alberto
González stands in front of a boxing ring and says,
“Cuba is so poor. It lacks so much. But we have
boxing. That’s what I live for.” González, 54, was a
Cuban boxing champion. Today he coaches youth
at the famous Rafael Trejo Boxing Gym. In addition to González, five former champions, including
Olympic victors, pass on their knowledge in a
bleak ramshackle building under a teetering corrugated iron roof. Every day several training sessions are held between the old spectator stands of
the “Gimnasio” – a couple of minutes’ warmup,
then into the duel. A little theory, lots of practice.
Experts rave about the instinctive approach of Cubans to their popular sport, about the discipline
and the physical advantages. Of the nearly
100,000 amateur athletes in Cuba today, almost
20,000 box.
Three hours of sweating in a one-on-one. That’s
the schedule for everyone. The door to the narrow
street into the old town with the cathedral at the
end, 100 meters from the sea, is always open.
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“Soccer is stealing our talent.” Alberto González talks to a trainee.
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Olympic dreams under the corrugated iron roof between bleak building walls: the famous Rafael Trejo Boxing Gym.

T

This door is open to everyone – women as well as
men. The Gimnasio Rafael Trejo attracts six-yearold boys from the neighbourhood just the same as
globetrotters ten times their age with a second
lease of life. For everyone there is golden wisdom
among rusty iron rods, free of charge. It’s the recipe for the success of the Cuban boxing fairy tale:
many boxers, many bouts, lots of experience, lots
of knowledge. “We have a huge potential,” says
64-year-old Nardo Mestre Flores, now back in his
homeland after being on the national team in the
1960s, later coaching in Chile, Mexico, Yemen. Cuba’s boxers are a major export – a rough trade, if
you will. Nowhere else is the sport is so effortlessly and playfully imparted as it is here. For decades, along with cigars and rum, boxing has
formed the triad of the Cuban quality promise.
Armando Martinez and José Gomez also stand for
quality. In 1980 both came back with a gold medal
from the Olympic Games in Moscow. Today they
sweat in Cotorro, barely an hour’s drive from Havana, in a large stone building with a boxing ring
under a tin roof. The sun heats the air to more
than 40 degrees Celsius. Twenty boxing students
exercise their abdominal muscles on the uneven
ground of a ring that seems to have come from another time. “The Seventies and Eighties were the
best period for Cuban boxing,” says Martinez.
Why? “There was more love for boxing.”
“A lot has changed,” says José Gomez. The political
system is no longer the same today. Even the United States has since begun to maintain relations
with its former archenemy; American tourists
flood the country. It’s harvest season for Cuban
tourism. Of late the prices of hotel rooms have increased by more than one hundred percent. In a
poor country even amateur sports could lose their
appeal in the whirlwind of monetary possibilities.
But the pure love of the fist still reigns supreme.
Félix Savón tells how he thrashed branches for the
lack of coaching assistance. Today students in
Cotorro skip over a rope that isn’t there – shadow
jump-roping. The Cuban youth breathe boxing,
even if soccer is starting to steal the talents from
the number-one sport, as coach Alberto Gonzalez
complains.

Cuba’s
quality
triad:
Rum,
cigars,
boxing.
Cuba’s
boxers
are the
country’s
rough
trade,
if you
will.

Albert González,
14
Trained
by the
best

“Boxing trains you for life, you learn to be a role
model,” says Gomez the Olympic champion. For
him and the countless boxers in Havana, Cotorro
and myriad backyard boxing clubs spread out all
over the country, boxing continues to be the center
of life. First the ring, then comes everything else.
Part of the training group in Cotorro came together outside of the oven to form a private security
service – the alternative to the Olympics. Very few
make it to the elite forge known as EIDE (Escuelas
de iniciación deportiva), the beginning of a strict
physical education, at the end of which is appointment to the national squad.

A

Albert González, the 14-year-old son of coach Alberto González, has managed the first big step. In
his age group he is Havana’s best. A French filmmaker has already accompanied him for a documentary about young, exceptionally skilled athletes. Albert is right at the very beginning, but it’s
already hard. Six times a week he goes for training
at five o’clock in the morning; he only has Sundays off – in theory. Today is Sunday, and he’s in
the ring. When he laughs, it’s reminiscent of the
actor Will Smith as a young man, and when he
boxes, it’s reminiscent of much of what constitutes
Cuban boxing. His father thinks he is very fast.
“Cuban boxers smell fear,” the US heavyweight
champion Michael Bentt once said. González the
teenager sniffs his chance. His goal? The Olympics, clearly. “For Cuba’s boxers only Olympic victory counts,” says his father Alberto. The games in
Rio are a little too soon. Others are there to enhance Cuba’s medal statistics. Erislandy Savón is
competing in the heavyweight division. He comes
from a small village in Guantánamo. He’s the
nephew of Félix Savón, the people’s hero.
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Encounter between man and tiger shark – without fear but with respect for one of the largest predators in the world’s oceans.

Text Dagmar Andres-Brümmer

Photos Fred Buyle
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As the outlines of the huge tiger shark
in the water become visible beneath
him, Frédéric Buyle casts a hard look at
his camera, takes a deep breath and
dives. Without fear he swims toward
the shark as if it were an old acquaintance. “Every shark has its own personality, some shy and timid, others curious,” says Frédéric Buyle, who everyone simply calls “Fred”. In his wetsuit,
with goggles, flippers and his camera,
the 44-year-old pursues whales, sharks
or mantas into the depths, photographs
them in their element. Buyle is a freediver. His photos develop with bated
breath.
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As a small boy Fred sailed the whole
summer long on his parents’ yacht and
saw his first shark at the age of seven
while snorkeling. An encounter that
has thrilled him ever since. Today the
oceans are Buyle’s workplace. Yet the
Belgian has more in mind than providing breath-taking visuals. With his pictures he wants to ensure that the world
gains a greater awareness of how wonderful, how vulnerable all of its marine
life is. And he’s met with success: The
“New York Times” published his impressive photos of sperm whales;
Buyle’s film “Great White Shark 3D” on
the white sharks off Guadalupe appeared in 2013 and reached an audience of millions.
Free-diving is the most natural way to
explore the underwater world. No technical equipment, no noises, simply inhale and dive. But free-diving is also a
rapidly evolving competitive sport in
which it remains to be seen when the
limits of what a person is able to dive
will be reached. In 1996, when the
young Fred Buyle went to the world
championship in deep-sea diving as
part of the Belgian national team, he
was—at a depth of 51 meters—one of the
top athletes in the “Constant Weight”
field, which is diving assisted only by
flippers. Today the world’s best athletes
reach depths of more than 100 meters.
To accomplish such high-performance
feats under their own steam, divers
have to be able to do one thing above all
else: reduce their body’s oxygen consumption to a minimum. They achieve
this through a deeply relaxed, almost
meditative state during the dive. As the
water pressure increases more and

Frédéric Buyle
Born
4 March 1972
Place of residence
Brussels, Belgium
Height
6’1”
Weight
179 lbs
Hobbies
Collecting art,
skiing,
sailing
Role models
Anyone who lives his
own life and not that
of another
Occupation
Underwater filmmaker
and photographer
Projects
IMAX film “Great White
Shark 3D”
“The Click Effect”
www.nektos.net

more with every meter of depth, the
lungs of the diver are increasingly compressed. No matter how they may have
inhaled, eventually they reach the point
at which the air in their lungs is no
longer sufficient to generate buoyancy,
and the diver sinks to the deep. “Freefall” is what the free-divers call this
thrilling stage of the dive. The little bit
of air must be sufficient to establish the
balance of pressure in their ears when
the eardrum bulges inward due to the
water pressure. Therefore, at a certain
depth the divers move their air from
their lungs into their mouths, with
which a precisely apportioned pressure
can be exerted on the ears.
The greatest risk during free-diving is
not the marine life, it’s the diver himor herself. After all, anyone who remains underwater longer during an excursion into the depths is in danger of
losing consciousness when surfacing.
Without a partner close by, the diver
drowns. “Freediving is a safe sport. If
there are accidents, it’s almost always
due to the fact that the basic rule of
safety was not adhered to, and the diver
was alone in the water,” says Fred.
Buyle already bid farewell to the pursuit of ever greater depths in diving in
2002. That was when he exchanged the
record-beating quest for the camera; he
now gladly puts his free-diving skills in
the service of science. “In 2005, a marine biologist contacted me for the first
time. He wanted to tag hammerheads,
which proved difficult with scuba divers.” Since then Fred has been helping
oceanographers approach their objects
of study. He stalks sharks in order to
tag them, or dives in order to take tissue samples from devil rays as they
glide past. “I am only the link connecting the scientists to the animal,” says
Fred. “The researchers decide what I’m
supposed to do.” However, his jobs lead
him into exciting marine regions and
ensure him unique photos.

Roadtrip
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Waterway: A paved road in a village in the middle of nowhere channels crystal clear water – good for cooling off.
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Text Jörg Heuer

Photos Markus Bolsinger
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Just arrived in the capital
Muscat. Driven down to the
port in the Muttrah neighborhood. Walked around the
fish market. Then a close
look at the souk, the market
considered to be the oldest
in Oman. Incomprehensible
sensory impressions: the
people in their mostly white
attire. The velvety sea air.
The magical morning light.
This scent of exotic spices
and the omnipresent incense that Oman exports—
along with dates—all over
the world.
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But it’s another export racket that has made the sultanate and its four million inhabitants rich: oil. With the
money ruler Qaboos bin
Said Al Said has made a
great deal happen in Oman.
When he overthrew his father, who inhibited all progress, and usurped the
throne in 1970, there were
just eleven kilometers of
paved roads – and they only
circled the palace. Today
60,000 kilometers crisscross
Oman; the motorways are lit
at night.
Yet, for all the changes, traditions in this country on
the Arabian Sea are still
maintained: Everywhere the
old adobe houses with tiny
windows have been restored.
The water supply is working
as it did before: Small, narrow canals lined with simple
stone slabs wind their way
through fields and villages.
And while the adjacent
Emirates focus on “higher,
faster, further,” and the skyscrapers there regularly
reach new record heights,
you would search in vain to
find this type of development in Oman. Having said
that, the most magnificent
opera house on the Arabian
Peninsula is in Muscat. The
airport is being expanded
into an international hub.
These policies of the Sultan

A road trip
through
Oman is like
a journey
between the
Middle Ages
and modernity. Meanwhile we
enjoy something equally
rare in the
MercedesAMG GLS 63:
perfect
automotive
freedom!

have been well received. His
popularity is revealed in his
nickname; many Omani simply call him “Papa”.
Papa’s sand-coloured yacht
is 155 meters long. Five
decks including a heliport,
concert hall and sauna
area. The “Al Said” is the
fourth longest, fifth most
expensive mega-yacht in the
world. It lies moored just
200 meters from the fish
market, the souk and the
corniche, Muttrah’s beachside promenade. We too
have shown up there with
something big: the
Mercedes-AMG GLS 63
4MATIC – Diamond White,
5.13 meters long, 2.6 tons,
V8 biturbo engine, 585 hp.
On this mild morning in
Muttrah, the super SUV

draws the attention of passers-by at least as much as
the monarch’s yacht bobbing
up and down in the background.
Young Omanis give a
thumbs-up as our driver
Mohammed starts the
engine of the most powerful
seven-seater in the world.
The deep rumble makes no
secret of its sports car DNA.
The people outside whip out
their smartphones, taking
photos and shooting videos.
With us sits Ishmael in this
superlative SUV. The
33-year-old is a salesman at
Zawawi Trading Co. LLC, the
exclusive distributor for
Mercedes-Benz in the Sultanate of Oman. He wants to
show the AMG powerhouse
to a prospect. We are happily
along for the ride.
We drive along the motorway for half an hour, past
the old airport and the site
where the new one is being
constructed. Our destination: a neighborhood of villas by the sea. It’s here that
the 31-year-old Mohammed
Suleiman Abu Musabbah
lives with his wife Rand and
their three children. The
young father is the founder,
co-owner and general manager of Muscat Steel Industries Co. LLC. The company
has 600 employees and supplies steel for the construction of the new airport and
many other major projects
that are shooting out of the
ground in Oman.
When Mohammed raises
the garage door, it’s clear
that he was bitten by the
Mercedes-AMG bug long ago
and that Iridium Silver is
his favorite color. We look at
a Mercedes-AMG GT S and
a Mercedes-AMG ML 63.
“Pleasure and family car,”
the steel baron says with a
smile.

Ishmael explains the new
Mercedes-AMG GLS to him.
The two of them circle
around the SUV several
times. After the fifth lap, the
young entrepreneur sits behind the wheel and is introduced to the benefits of ADS
Plus and the Dynamic Select
system. He checks the size
of the trunk and how much
legroom the rear seats offer.
Mohammed Suleiman Abu
Musabbah is visibly pleased
with the large sport utility
vehicle.
Then comes a test drive to
the steel plant and to a construction site that processes
the steel from Muscat Steel
Industries. On asphalt and
gravel roads the entrepreneur tries out all the driving
modes, hits the gas, brakes
sharply, tests the smart technologies of the car, power
and sound. What impresses
him in particular?
“Everything,” he replies.
“Horsepower, design, advanced technology, performance, image...”
The thermometer now reads
35 degrees Celsius. A light
breeze from the sea is blowing across the small garden
pool through the glass door
into Mohammed’s living
room. Coffee with rosewater
and cardamom is served
along with a small snack.
“Really a fantastic car,” the
AMG enthusiast concludes
happily. “An intelligent, reliable heavyweight.”
Taking short sips of his coffee, he looks deeply into his
wife’s eyes for two or three
seconds. His wife just
smiles. She knows all too
well that her husband has
long since caught the fever.
Ishmael the salesman nods
with satisfaction too. “The
off-road S-Class denotes not
only pure luxury but also a
great deal of freedom and
independence,” he says.

Sales pitch: Ishmael (left) explains the super SUV to Mohammed Suleiman Abu Musabbah.
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Roadside snack: Re-energize with exotic fruits for modest appetites.
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Mercedes-AMG
GLS 63 4MATIC
Engine
5.5-liter V8
kW/hp
430/585
Fuel consumption/
Urban
15.8 l/100 km
Extra-urban
10.3 l/100 km
Combined
12.3 l/100 km
CO2 emissions
288 g/km
Efficiency class
E
0–100 km/h
4.6 s
Top speed
250 km/h
(electronically
limited)
280 km/h
(with AMG Driver’s
Package)
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Heavyweights: Our Mercedes AMG GLS 63 crosses paths with the traditional Omani wooden dhow.

Magical light: The motorways in Oman—as here at the gates of the capital Muscat—are all lit up at night.
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The Omanis are proud of their magnificent mosques and the peaceful coexistence of different religions.

“The car truly masters every
challenge.” Really?
The next morning we want
to test whether Ishmael’s
self-assured promises are
correct and we head inland
in the Mercedes-AMG GLS
63, southwest toward Nizwa.
It’s 160 kilometers to the oasis city with the giant fort
from the 17th century,
Oman’s most visited monument. To the left and right of
the motorway: breath-taking
lunar landscapes of the Hajar Mountains and fertile oasis villages where date
palms afford shade. Suddenly, just outside of Nizwa, a
mirage.
The village road shimmers
like a flowing stream. We
look at it more closely. It’s
not a mirage. The road really
is a stream. When the residents step out of their
homes, they stand up to
their calves in water that
comes straight from the
mountains. It’s cool and
crystal clear. No one ever
struck upon the notion to divert this stream, explains
our driver and guide, who’s
also named Mohammed. Water is sacred in this bone-dry
region where the temperature rises in the summer
months to more than 50 degrees Celsius.
The Omanis love the rivulets
and streams from the mountains. The wadis that are so
typical of this country are
normally not flooded roads
but riverbeds that eat their
way through barren mountains, on the banks of which
the land grows and thrives.
They fill wells, irrigate
plants, water the livestock.
They are also picnic spots
and cool swimming holes.
Several times we drive to
wadis far from the road.
In Oman you can and may
leave the road at any point.
Even the motorways. If

In the sea
of sand, the
SUV really
comes to
life. Lets its
585 horses
gallop.

you have the right car. And
we do.
Streams, rivers, mud, boulders, rocks – nothing stops
us. Uncompromising, gladiatorial and without affectations, the GLS 63 roars
through the countryside.
“You can only reach the best
spots in the wadis with fourwheel drive and a powerful
engine,” an envious bather
shouts to us.
We manage it. Easily. In the
wadis and in the Hajar
mountains the MercedesAMG masters even the
steepest climbs and descents, curves and slopes.
But how does it do battle in
the hot desert? Where three
very special challenges
await, as our guide Mohammed says, grinning:
“Free-roaming camels that
know no right of way. The
Sharqiya Sands with their
huge sand dunes. And the
police, who impose fines on

unclean drivers.” In Oman
excessively dusty, dirty cars
are actually prohibited on
the road by law. But we’re
clean. Still!
Today the wild camels are
keeping a safe distance from
the motorway. No problem: If
they won’t come to us, we’ll
go to them. Here, too, the
shock absorbers and suspension system of the MercedesAMG GLS casually swallow
the humps and potholes of
the dirt tracks. Shortly before the Sharqiya Sands we
make a pit stop at a small
auto repair shop and let
some air out of the tires. We
don’t want to get into slides
or rolls among the dunes.
In the sea of sand, the SUV
really comes to life. Let‘s its
585 horses gallop. We are
drifting, raising a great deal
of dust, sending loud echoes
of thunder through the
dunes. And as Selma the
Bedouin shows us her camels and finally serves us coffee and dates in her carpeted
tent, a fantastic day draws to
a close. That intoxicating
feeling of boundless freedom: Now it’s here.
But our four-wheel adventure is still lacking a trip to
Sur on the Gulf of Oman,
Mohammed knows. That is
where Sinbad the Sailor was
to have set out on his travels
across distant oceans with
his dhows, bulging two- and
three-masters that represent
the Omani art of shipbuilding even today.
However, before we head for
the dhow shipyard, we first
have to have our GLS 63
washed. By law the desert
sand has to be off the paint.
Three men set to work. Lathering, rinsing, buffing by
hand. It takes 20 minutes
and costs one-and-a-half riyals, the equivalent of about
four euros.

The dhow shipyard looks
like it must have looked hundreds of years ago: Old banana boxes full of roughly
forged asparagus-spear
nails, a large stack of teak
and acacia wood, around
which about 15 carpenters
and boat builders scurry,
and out of which an imposing ship grows. Businesspeople from Qatar have ordered
six dhows, explains the Pakistani foreman. “This
means work for three years.”
The traditional sailboats are
available in three sizes. In
Oman the dhows are still
used today for fishing, in the
Emirates mostly as restaurant or tourist boats.
We ask the shipbuilder how
he would describe a dhow.
“Strong personality, reliable,
elegant,” he replies. “Simply
a classic beauty.” “Just like
our car,” we say. That makes
the man curious. He puts
aside his hammer and nails
and accompanies us to the
car park. At the sight of the
gleaming white MercedesAMG GLS 63 4MATIC he
whistles appreciatively. “But
the car has a weakness,” he
demurs. “It can’t swim.”
“True,” we reply, puzzled.
“But it can do everything
else.”
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Good question
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Text Laurin Paschek

What
makes
an AMG
an AMG?
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Everything is new except for the doors, roof and trunk lid. Made in Affalterbach.

How do you implant a
performance gene?
In the new Mercedes-AMG
C 63 S Coupé there is more
pure AMG DNA than ever
before in a model based on
a Mercedes-Benz.
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It is one of the many emotional moments during the genesis of an AMG.
All eyes of the design team are trained
on it, full of anticipation. For what feels
like hours, the driving dynamics integrator has been speeding the new
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé across the
handling course of the test track in Papenburg. On the test bench today is the
newly developed electronic locking differential. It distributes torque equally
between the wheels of the rear axle and
thus establishes a controlled yawing
moment around the vertical axis. That
means: In curves, the driver can get
back on the gas sooner.
The electronic control system in the
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé has to be
especially precise and quick in order to
raise the threshold and to enable driving at the upper limits. And the question today is: Does it do that with the
absolute perfection that is called for?
The driving dynamics integrator appears to hesitate, looks at his data, then
suddenly extends his thumb upward.

Everybody is relieved. Oliver Wiech,
Head of Vehicle Development at
Mercedes-AMG and on the move for
more than 15 years along the test
tracks of this world, knows how the
team feels: “You could see how the tension vanished from their faces.” Vehicle
development is a team sport. Here
every individual is fully involved. The
job of driving dynamics integrator, incidentally, only exists at AMG – one for
each series. Beyond the traditional hierarchical levels, this man has the last
word when it comes to driving physics.

D

During the development of new technical features, the engineers in Affalterbach accept no compromises: “Driving
Performance” is not just the highest decree at Mercedes-AMG. It is the brand
essence of the company. “When we develop a new series,” explains Oliver
Wiech, “we introduce our DNA as early
as the strategic phase. And as an independent vehicle manufacturer, we decide together with our colleagues from
Mercedes-Benz how a new series

should be designed – from the first
strategic discussions up to the product
concept.” The product concept defines
the characteristics that a particular
model from Mercedes-AMG should
demonstrate on the road. In all stages
of development, it is the engineers from
Affalterbach who ensure the subsequent driving dynamics. Even at the
very start of the design, when the car is
first virtually created on the computer.
Or later during the development of the
control systems for the engine, transmission and suspension, which significantly affect the dynamics. “At that
point we go into the fundamental
depths of control engineering,” says
Wiech. More than ever before when
working on the new Mercedes-AMG
C 63 S Coupé. You can immediately
spot the AMG origins of the sportiest
C-Class of all time. Engineers from
Mercedes-AMG have redesigned all the
body parts apart from the doors, roof
and trunk lid and thus given the C 63 S
Coupé a distinct body shape. Because
the also redesigned front and rear axles
feature a wider track, the “body-builders” have styled the front and rear end
to be wider with flared wings. For the
first time, the AMG model now has its
own side panels too. “We invested a lot
of design time in that,” Wiech discloses.

The result: In synergy with the aluminium hood, the low-slung “twin-blade”
radiator grille, large air intakes and the
side skirts for the lateral lines, its distinct presence manifests itself precisely. “The Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé
ushers in a new era,” Wiech points out.
“An era in which the distinctive exterior of Mercedes-AMG models will be perceived even more intensely.”

This is how a
Mercedes-AMG is created –
step by step

Under the hood the C 63 S Coupé naturally has an eight-cylinder engine with
twin turbochargers, which was developed by AMG from the first sketch up
to its installation in the production
model. “Our engine designers are proud
of the new V8 biturbo, which embodies
the DNA of AMG,” says Wiech. “With it,
the C 63 S now possesses a highly efficient engine that sets new standards
with respect to response characteristics, sound and fuel consumption.” This
eight-cylinder has been used in the
Mercedes-AMG GT since 2014. Unlike
in the purebred sports car, however, the
transmission in the C 63 S Coupé is situated directly behind the engine; the
driveshaft then runs to the rear-axle
differential. The designers therefore
had to make major adjustments, for example, with the software control system and the lubrication concept with
the traditional oil pan.

In the product concept, the
engineers determine the
exact dimensions of the
new Mercedes-AMG C 63 S
Coupé and develop a system and component concept from them.

T

Two impressive figures attest to their
success: In the Mercedes-AMG C 63 S
Coupé the new engine delivers 350 kW
(476 hp) and in the S model as much as
375 kW (510 hp). Contributing to the
performance are two turbochargers,
which are not arranged externally on
the cylinder banks but rather in the
cylinder V-shape. “Not a cosy place for
the chargers,” says Wiech. “Because it
can get very, very hot there.” That the
AMG engineers were nevertheless able
to implement this method of design provides obvious benefits: As a result, the
design is not only more compact but
the response is even more immediate
and the exhaust emissions are lower.
The engines are manufactured in the
factory in Affalterbach according to the
“One Man – one Engine” principle:

At the beginning is the strategic phase, in which the
requirements are defined
– for the new series as a
whole and for the individual variants.

The actual design begins
with the digital stage. Here
design engineers model,
calculate and simulate the
components and systems
on the computer.
During the verification that
follows, components and
systems are put through
the paces on the test
bench.
Meanwhile the integration
of components and systems into the overall vehicle is carried out.
With the aid of prototype
vehicles, the process now
moves to the validation.
Here engineers test all systems in real-world operation.
Only when all the acceptance tests have been
passed is the production
release issued. The vehicle
can go into production.

Each engine is fully assembled by a
single mechanic. In the final step, the
mechanic affixes a plaque with his signature on the engine.

A

A veritable explosion of technological
innovations in the new C Coupé ensures that the power of the V8 engine
also hits the road. For example, the
7-speed sports transmission with multi-plate clutch, which shifts upward and
downward noticeably faster than in its
predecessor. Or the completely redesigned suspension with new front and
rear axles, which provides instantaneous steering behavior owing to its more
rigid elastokinematics in conjunction
with carbon struts. Beyond this, detail-oriented solutions such as the dynamic engine mounts that continuously
adjust their rigidity to the current driving conditions and demands make for
the perfect driving experience.
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As soon as the first prototypes are built,
the test engineers at AMG take the
helm. Do the strengths of the engine,
drivetrain, vehicle dynamics and aerodynamics truly play as well together in
real-world use as the designers intended? Does everything coalesce, is
everything perfectly intermeshed and
united? Second-best solutions are not
welcome here. After all, the engineers
are molded by racing. “Every last one of
them wants to come in first,” says
Wiech. “That’s why our team is never
satisfied and never gives up. Not only
do you need visceral passion, perseverance and absolute knowledge, it also
sometimes means pain if you want to
be better than the others.” That’s how it
is in sports: Only when each individual
gives their all can the team can win.
And only in this way can a MercedesBenz become an unmistakable
Mercedes-AMG.

Niche
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Love of cycling. Nowhere is this as evident as in L’Eroica, the most back-to-basics bike race in the world.
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Muscles instead of doping, wine instead of water: In Tuscany, heroes cycle as in days gone by.
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Souvenirs for real troupers: The white dust of the Tuscan trails is the reward for their effort.
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Survival is
everything.
And there’s only
one way to find
that out: On
coarse gravel
and over thousands of meters
in elevation,
every year in Tuscany friends of a
bygone cycling
culture test their
threshold for
pain. “L’Eroica” is
the annual event
where men and
women become
true heroes
through steel,
dust and tears.

I

In the first light of the sun, polished alloy and perfectly restored paints vie to
outshine one another, and the green of
the Tuscan forests is captured in the
chrome embellishments. Tires crunch
softly on the gravel, chains purr and on
the tube frames the big names of European cycling from yesteryear can be
read: Merckx, Learco Guerra, Gazelle,
Rickert, La Perle, Bianchi, Hetchins, De
Rosa, Cilo. This morning the route gently leads down to a magnificent view.
Opposite, above vineyards and olive
groves, the first-stage goal emerges: On
a rugged, towering mountain stands an
old church. A postcard idyll. It is beautiful. And terrible.
Because there’s no time to enjoy the
postcard idyll. The way to the church
first leads down a steep slope and then
up an equally steep ascent. The brakes
bite into the rim with a squeak, gravity
pulls the riders in their colorful wool
jerseys of bygone eras mercilessly into
the depths. Downward over gravel, rock
and mud. Brake too hard and you risk a
rollover, so you give yourself to fate, let
it go, only to frantically rip into the lowest gear in the next moment during the
slalom through your fellow suffering
riders, and finally to heave yourself up
the brutally steep slope to the church
after this injection of adrenalin. Some
manage it with their last bit of
strength, wheezing lungs and burning
muscles; others walk their bikes. “Does
it go on like this?” asks a breathless
novice at the top. The truth might worry him.
L’Eroica is a spectacle far removed from
any kind of sanity: Anyone who rides in
this race has in most cases spent weeks
trying to restore an old steel racing bike
to a shiny new state. They have readjusted the old shifting mechanism and
cleaned the steel, only to then torment
themselves on scabrous routes up
mountains that one would normally
avoid, and finally to hurl themselves
into descents on which any reasonable

person would push their bike in any
event.
There are thousands of cycling tours
every year in Europe but none like
L’Eroica. This is the Mille Miglia of bike
racing: Celebrated, infamous, a legend,
far removed from all the safety considerations, tuned suspensions and electronics that have made cycling so predictable and boring nowadays. In
L’Eroica even short tours have large elevation gains that are otherwise found
only in Alpine passes. However, the majority of the sweat—and often some
blood—is shed on the Strade Bianche:
poorly maintained, bumpy dirt roads
with potholes and a fine white dust that
settles everywhere. When it rains, cycling there is torture. Then the dust
turns to mud and later sticks like cement to man and machine. The gearshift jams, the brakes fail. And it rains
often.
To prevent the old, white trails from being paved, Giancarlo Brocci from Gaiole
in Chianti, at the time a sleepy hamlet
known only to wine aficionados, began
to ride these roads with his friends as a
kind of protest. Earlier, during the legendary period of cycling when Fausto
Coppi and Gino Bartali duelled, you ultimately had no other roads available. It
seemed like a bizarre hobby of some
older men who were celebrating the
vintage days of cycling. Only 92
like-minded fellow travellers accompanied the 43-year-old Brocci during the
first-ever L’Eroica in 1997.

T

Today, no one is considered an oddball
when he makes the pilgrimage to Buonconvento in spring or to Gaiole in autumn to risk his bones. For the now
more than 6,000 participants, the aim
is first and foremost to belong to the
Eroici, to the valiant. Those who rise to
the challenge and prove to themselves
and the world that it was much better
and more difficult in days gone by. Owing to its immense popularity, L’Eroica
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Siena, Montalcino, Castello Brolio, Radda in Chianti – the route also attracts former cycling greats like Erik Zabel.
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L’Eroica is hard, it is brutal, but it creates bonds: Most riders come back.

now has offshoots in California, South
Africa, England, South America, Japan
and this year for the first time in Germany too. The original, however, remains the highlight.
The rules are strict: Only bikes that conform to the pre-1987 technical standard
are permitted. Ten speeds are already a
luxury; some even lug one-speed bikes
from the period before the First World
War up the mountains. The riders are
also compelled to squeeze themselves
into historical costumes. After a hundred mountainous kilometers, thin
leather laces painfully cut into your
feet. On the short tours you can see not
only racing bikes but any kind of vintage cycling culture: baker’s and fireman’s bikes compete, Don Camillo and
Peppone skirmish, women travel in fancy costumes and with a picnic basket.

E

Experienced participants take their
precautions and walk bikes with archaic suspensions at the start: “Very comfortable. Molto commodo,” says a Briton
on a purple Hetchins whose chain and
seat stays are wildly contoured. The belief that one millimeter of additional
spring deflection provides more comfort among the local chunks of stone apparently moves mountains for the islander. All the others rely on old,
soft-seated buckskin in their trousers.
Giancarlo Brocci is no friend of comfort; he expects hardship, hunger and
stamina of his riders. For beginners
even the preparation can be an absolutely frustrating experience: In Tuscany, old Italian men to whom you would
offer a seat on the bus fleet-footedly
leave you behind on all the ascents.
Here the elderly revive their youth.
And during the course of the tour the
younger participants learn humility in
the face of the accomplishments of the
older generations who in victory drank
no isotonic sports drinks but rather gallons of wine if anything when the sun
was merciless.

Everything that delights the connoisseur of vintage steel steeds can be
found at the L’Eroica parts market:
“Trenta? Trenta?” asks someone looking for a 30-tooth rear sprocket wheel to
conquer the mountains. Another booth
offers leather gloves in proper style.
There’s no microfiber and Lycra here. If
you topple, you’ll be glad of the thick
leather on your hands. Meanwhile, in
the mobile workshop across the way, a
racing mechanic from the old school
shifts through the gears with black fingers: click, click, click. The man doesn’t
look satisfied and re-oils using an old
jug. Click, click, click – the rocket is
ready for the big day.

you don’t want to begin to imagine.
Routes that you take out of necessity,
because in the middle of this wilderness no other way leads back to Gaiole;
to the right, the only path leads to the
cemetery. And from behind someone
shouts, “Avanti, amici,” so it’s best to
always follow the lanky Italians.

In early October, the town of Gaiole
transforms into a giant bike paddock
for a week. Between the tours there’s
endless shop talk yet even more indulgence in Tuscany’s culinary virtues:
food, food and more food, entirely in the
spirit of Giancarlo Brocci.

Finally, you think, the climb to this line
of hills is behind me, and on the descent the idea comes to you that it can’t
get any worse, the feeling you can actually manage it despite all the mountains that still lie in wait. This is the
moment that you won’t soon forget,
where the rough going becomes pleasant and you begin to appreciate the
Strade Bianche.

The founder of L’Eroica doesn’t much
care for malnourished top athletes. He
wants to see his participants strong as
oxen, heavy and muscular as they
climb the mountains. That’s why there
are no energy bars along the way.
Along with wine, freshly cooked bean
stew, pecorino, bread with oil, salami,
ham and Italian tray bakes are served.
And if the well-fed participants then
throw themselves back on the bumpy
road, all the country’s many beauties
lie before them – as well as in their
stomachs.
After the first pass in Chianti has been
overcome by torchlight, the towers of
Sienna already beckon from afar. It continues along avenues of pine trees
along the Crete Senesi, the charming
Tuscan landscapes in their colorful
shades of brown. The longest route
leads past the famous Sant’Antimo abbey to the no less famous Brunello di
Montalcino wine-growing region and to
a further refreshment station. There an
inexperienced participant wonders,
“Why is food being dished up here
again after just 20 kilometers?”
But that’s correct, because the organizers have crammed some of the most unpleasant chunks in all of Tuscany into
this little stretch. Slippery ascents that
are actually impassable. Slopes that

F

In the end the white roads are not defeated. They spit out dirty, sweaty and
haggard people who at first are simply
just happy to have survived all that.
Nevertheless, next October most will
come again as long as they are lucky
enough to snag a starting number.
There is no placement. Either you arrive or you don’t make it. Hero or not,
L’Eroica knows no mercy.
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IWC INGENIEUR.
ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMERS.

Ingenieur Chronograph Edition
“Rudolf Caracciola” Ref. 3807: Winners have
made it to the top at least once. Real champions
are there for ever. The Ingenieur Chronograph Edition “Rudolf Caracciola” is a homage to Rudolf
Caracciola, the most successful European racing
driver in the thirties. The dial imitates the instrument
look of the historic racing cars which, at the height
of Caracciola’s career, took him from one victory to
the next. This sporty, yet elegant, timepiece likewise features a luxurious brown calfskin strap, and
the fact that it is limited to 750 watches makes it a

tad more exclusive. The see-through sapphire glass
back reveals one of the most robust drives ever
manufactured by IWC: the 69370, which sets new
standards regarding, quality, ruggedness and reliability. After all, a champion can’t afford to show any
sign of weakness.
IWC . ENGINEERED FOR MEN.

Mechanical chronograph movement, Automatic pawl winding, Date display, Stopwatch function with hours, minutes
and seconds, Small hacking seconds, Screw-in crown,
See-through sapphireglass back, Limited to 750 watches
worldwide

IWC Schaffhausen, Switzerland. www.iwc.com

Find out more about the
Ingenieur Chronograph Edition “Rudolf Caracciola”
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CO2 -Labelling
Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of the AMG models pictured in the magazine
Note on measurement techniques: The data were obtained using
the corresponding prescribed method of measurement
(§ 2 nos. 5, 6, 6a Pkw-EnVKV in the applicable version).

Mercedes-AMG
GT R

Mercedes-AMG
E 43 4MATIC

Mercedes-AMG
C 63 S Coupé

Mercedes-AMG
S 63 Coupé

Mercedes-AMG
GT S

Mercedes-AMG
GLS 63 4MATIC

Fuel consumption:
Urban
15.0 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
9.2 l/100 km,
Combined
11.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
259 g/km;
Efficiency class: G

Fuel consumption:
Urban 11.0–
10.9 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
6.8–6.7 l/100 km,
Combined
8.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
192 g/km;
Efficiency class: D

Fuel consumption:
Urban
11.4 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
6.9 l/100 km,
Combined
8.6 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
195–192 g/km;
Efficiency class: E

Fuel consumption:
Urban
14.2 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
8.0 l/100 km,
Combined
10.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
242 g/km;
Efficiency class: F

Fuel consumption:
Urban 12.5–12.2
l/100 km,
Extra-urban
7.9–7.8 l/100 km,
Combined
9.6–9.4 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
224–219 g/km;
Efficiency class: G

Fuel consumption:
Urban
15.8 l/100 km,
Extra-urban
10.3 l/100 km,
Combined
12.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions:
288 g/km;
Efficiency class: E

